
Ready-to-Read Pre-Level 1 (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2323090   Nat the Cat Takes a Bath   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Jarrett Lerner 

Nat the Cat must take a bath. But first, he wants his toys. Then he won’t get in the tub without bubbles. And of 

course, he’ll need a towel. As Nat the Cat keeps coming up with excuses to not get in the bath, the narrator can’t 
help but wonder if he’s hiding something—like a fear of water. 

978-1-6659-1894-7 ©2023 6 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2323049   Work in Progress   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Jarrett Lerner 

Will is the only round kid in a school full of string beans. So he hides…in baggy jeans and oversized hoodies, in 

the back row during class, and anywhere but the cafeteria during lunch. But shame isn’t the only feeling that 
dominates Will’s life. He’s also got a crush on a girl named Jules who knows he doesn’t have a chance with—

string beans only date string beans—but he can’t help wondering what if? 

978-1-6659-0515-2 Aladdin ©2023 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 368 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic 

1 $17.99 

Cat and Cat Adventures (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2319977   (Vol. 03) Journey into Unibear City   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Susie Yi 
Cats, magical portals, and snacks, oh my! Best friends Squash & Ginny are back at it again in this Cat & Cat 

Adventure! This time, Squash and Ginny are on a brand-new mission to investigate a mysterious slime running 

rampant through the forest. Whatever this slime is, it’s messing with the forest’s magic and must be stopped! Clues 
lead Squash and Ginny to places old and new—like the Mewmaid Ocean and Bum Bum Bog—and eventually, 

Unibear City, where they finally get to the bottom of this suspenseful eco-mystery! 

978-0-06-308387-5 ©2023 5-1/2 x 7 96 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 741.5 

1 $15.99 

Quix: Geeger the Robot (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2319956   Goes for Gold   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Jarrett Lerner 

It’s Field Day at Amblerville Elementary. Geeger the Robot is determined to win the foot race and bring home the 
gold medal. But will racing toward the finish line be the beginning of trouble between Geeger and his best friend, 

Tillie? 

978-1-6659-1090-3 ©2023 5-1/4 x 7-1/2 96 pgs. 

Grades K - 3 Dewey# Fic 

1 $17.99 

Branches: Press Start! (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2322197   (Vol. 13) Super King Viking Land!   (Prebound) 

written by Thomas Flintham 

Sunny’s dad enters Super World as none other than King Viking himself! In order to get off a faraway island, King 
Viking has to become the HERO and help Captain Trevor fix his boat. But since Dad is not very good at playing 

the game, King Viking struggles to find all the supplies. Will King Viking be able to save the day and defeat the 

island monster? And where does Super Rabbit Boy show up in this zany adventure? 
978-1-5364-7864-8 ©2023 5-1/4 x 7-1/2 80 pgs. 

Grades K - 3 Dewey# Fic 

1 $14.95 

Cookie Chronicles (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2317417   (Vol. 05) Ben Yokoyama and the Cookies of Chaos   (Hardcover (POB)) 

written by Matthew Swanson 
When Ben finds a lost wallet, he's determined to do the right thing instead of spending the money on sweets. But 

what is the right thing? Ben seeks the guidance of one fortune cookie after another—yet none of the fortunes make 

1 $13.99 



sense! In his chaotic quest to track down the wallet’s owner, Ben puzzles his way through five baffling fortunes in 

rapid succession while feuding with a vengeful librarian, battling a terrifying toilet, and gaining a new appreciation 
for ducks, cardamom, and his best friend, Janet. 

978-0-593-43300-3 ©2023 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 368 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2311164   Finally Seen   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Kelly Yang 

As she reckons with her hurt, Lina tries to keep a lid on her feelings, both at home and at school. When her teacher 

starts facing challenges for her latest book selection, a book that deeply resonates with Lina, it will take all of 
Lina’s courage and resilience to get over her fear in order to choose a future where she’s finally seen. 

978-1-5344-8833-5 Simon & Schuster ©2023 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 304 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic 

1 $17.99 

What They Do (Russian / Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2318771   Firefighters and What They Do (Russian Edition)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Liesbet Slegers 

Fires are really dangerous. Luckily there are firefighters! They jump into their special suits and within minutes 

they are at the fire. But they also help people in other ways.... 
978-1-60537-928-9 ©2023 9-3/4 x 10-1/4 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# 628.9 

1 $17.95 

What They Do (Ukrainian / Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2318780   Firefighters and What They Do (Ukrainian Edition)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Liesbet Slegers 

Fires are really dangerous. Luckily there are firefighters! They jump into their special suits and within minutes 

they are at the fire. But they also help people in other ways.... 
978-1-60537-937-1 ©2023 9-3/4 x 10-1/4 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# 628.9 

1 $17.95 

Ricky (Russian / Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2318768   Knight Ricky (Russian Edition)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Guido van Genechten 
Highlighting the wonders of imagination and play, this adventure features a cute flop-ear rabbit fighting dragons, 

saving damsels, and experiencing all sorts of other things a knight of the Middle Ages would. Ricky begins his 

daydream under his favorite oak tree as he closes his eyes and starts to imagine what it would be like to become a 
knight. 

978-1-60537-925-8 ©2023 8-1/4 x 11-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $17.95 

Ricky (Ukrainian / Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2318777   Knight Ricky (Ukrainian Edition)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Guido van Genechten 

Highlighting the wonders of imagination and play, this adventure features a cute flop-ear rabbit fighting dragons, 

saving damsels, and experiencing all sorts of other things a knight of the Middle Ages would. Ricky begins his 
daydream under his favorite oak tree as he closes his eyes and starts to imagine what it would be like to become a 

knight. 

978-1-60537-934-0 ©2023 8-1/4 x 11-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $17.95 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price 



 
#2318766   Little Kangaroo (Russian Edition)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Guido van Genechten 
The world is big ... Much, much bigger than Mother Kangaroo's pouch. But Little Kangaroo would rather stay with 

Mommy, where it's safer, warmer and easier. Mom tries to show Little Kangaroo all that life has to offer. It does 

no good at first, but then… 
978-1-60537-923-4 Clavis Publishing ©2023 9-3/4 x 10-1/4 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $17.95 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2318775   Little Kangaroo (Ukrainian Edition)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Guido van Genechten 
The world is big ... Much, much bigger than Mother Kangaroo's pouch. But Little Kangaroo would rather stay with 

Mommy, where it's safer, warmer and easier. Mom tries to show Little Kangaroo all that life has to offer. It does 

no good at first, but then… 

978-1-60537-932-6 Clavis Publishing ©2023 9-3/4 x 10-1/4 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $17.95 

Little White Fish (Russian / Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2318764   Little White Fish (Russian Edition)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Guido van Genechten 
Little White Fish is in tears. It can't find its mommy and asks for help from a red crab, orange starfish, yellow 

snail, green tortoise, blue whale, purple octopus. Look, there's mommy with all the colors of the rainbow! 

978-1-60537-921-0 ©2023 9-3/4 x 10-1/4 24 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $17.95 

Little White Fish (Ukrainian / Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2318773   Little White Fish (Ukrainian Edition)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Guido van Genechten 
Little White Fish is in tears. It can't find its mommy and asks for help from a red crab, orange starfish, yellow 

snail, green tortoise, blue whale, purple octopus. Look, there's mommy with all the colors of the rainbow! 

978-1-60537-930-2 ©2023 9-3/4 x 10-1/4 24 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $17.95 

Little White Fish (Russian / Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2318765   Little White Fish Has Many Friends (Russian Edition)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Guido van Genechten 

Little White Fish is a very playful fish. Luckily, he has many friends. They play all sorts of games together: tag, 
hide-and-seek, blowing bubbles. 

978-1-60537-922-7 ©2023 9-3/4 x 10-1/4 24 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $17.95 

Little White Fish (Ukrainian / Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2318774   Little White Fish Has Many Friends (Ukrainian Edition)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Guido van Genechten 

Little White Fish is a very playful fish. Luckily, he has many friends. They play all sorts of games together: tag, 

hide-and-seek, blowing bubbles. 
978-1-60537-931-9 ©2023 9-3/4 x 10-1/4 24 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $17.95 

Ready-to-Read Pre-Level 1 (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2308750   Nat the Cat Takes a Nap   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Jarrett Lerner 
Nat the Cat is taking a nap. Or he would be…if only the narrator would stop interrupting his sleep! This witty 

1 $17.99 



story, where Nat’s words keep getting turned upside down and inside out, is sure to make readers laugh out loud. 

978-1-6659-1891-6 ©2023 6 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades P - K Dewey# E 

What They Do (Russian / Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2318770   Nurses and What They Do (Russian Edition)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Liesbet Slegers 

Nurses often work in hospitals. They look after sick people or patients. They take their temperature and blood 
pressure. Or they bring their medicine and check if they are fine. Nurses also talk to doctors to know how to treat 

each patient. But nurses can do other things too: assist at surgery, take care of the elderly in old people's homes or 

visit patients at their homes. 
978-1-60537-927-2 ©2023 9-3/4 x 10-1/4 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# 610.73 

1 $17.95 

What They Do (Ukrainian / Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2318779   Nurses and What They Do (Ukrainian Edition)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Liesbet Slegers 
Nurses often work in hospitals. They look after sick people or patients. They take their temperature and blood 

pressure. Or they bring their medicine and check if they are fine. Nurses also talk to doctors to know how to treat 

each patient. But nurses can do other things too: assist at surgery, take care of the elderly in old people's homes or 
visit patients at their homes. 

978-1-60537-936-4 ©2023 9-3/4 x 10-1/4 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# 610.73 

1 $17.95 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2318769   Plastic Soup (Russian Edition)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Judith Koppens 

The animal friends are spending the day at the beach. Frog jumps in the water and comes up with a torn plastic bag 
on his head. Fox thinks Frog looks like a sea monster! But the plastic bag isn't the only thing that floats in the 

water. Why is there so much plastic in the sea? 

978-1-60537-926-5 Clavis Publishing ©2023 9-3/4 x 10-1/4 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $17.95 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2318778   Plastic Soup (Ukrainian Edition)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Judith Koppens 

The animal friends are spending the day at the beach. Frog jumps in the water and comes up with a torn plastic bag 
on his head. Fox thinks Frog looks like a sea monster! But the plastic bag isn't the only thing that floats in the 

water. Why is there so much plastic in the sea? 

978-1-60537-935-7 Clavis Publishing ©2023 9-3/4 x 10-1/4 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $17.95 

Ricky (Russian / Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2318767   Ricky (Russian Edition)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Guido van Genechten 

There are all kinds of rabbits--tall, smart, silly, clean, and even dirty--but unlike those around him, Ricky the 
Rabbit has one ear that hangs down while the other stands upright. Both inventive and practical, this tale teaches 

young readers that standing out in a crowd can be a very good thing, and that there is nothing wrong with being 

different. 
978-1-60537-924-1 ©2023 8-1/4 x 11-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $17.95 

Ricky (Ukrainian / Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price 



 
#2318776   Ricky (Ukrainian Edition)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Guido van Genechten 
There are all kinds of rabbits--tall, smart, silly, clean, and even dirty--but unlike those around him, Ricky the 

Rabbit has one ear that hangs down while the other stands upright. Both inventive and practical, this tale teaches 

young readers that standing out in a crowd can be a very good thing, and that there is nothing wrong with being 
different. 

978-1-60537-933-3 ©2023 8-1/4 x 11-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $17.95 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2318763   Sarah Goes to School (Russian Edition)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Pauline Oud 

At the school gate Sarah waves at Mom, then runs away. She sees Lisa! And Adam! And some of her other 

friends. There's also a boy who Sarah has never seen before. There is a new boy at Sarah's school, and his name is 

Ian. Sarah helps him out. 

978-1-60537-920-3 Clavis Publishing ©2023 9-3/4 x 10-1/4 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $17.95 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2318772   Sarah Goes to School (Ukrainian Edition)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Pauline Oud 

At the school gate Sarah waves at Mom, then runs away. She sees Lisa! And Adam! And some of her other 

friends. There's also a boy who Sarah has never seen before. There is a new boy at Sarah's school, and his name is 
Ian. Sarah helps him out. 

978-1-60537-929-6 Clavis Publishing ©2023 9-3/4 x 10-1/4 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $17.95 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2309352   Corgi and the Queen   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Caroline L. Perry 

Even a monarch needs a best friend, and Queen Elizabeth II found one in a corgi pup she named Susan. From 
princess-hood to queendom, the pair forged an unbreakable bond, with Susan even participating in Elizabeth’s 

wedding day and joining her on the honeymoon with Prince Philip. The Queen has had more than thirty corgi 

companions, and almost all were direct descendants of her cherished Susan. 
978-1-250-83238-2 ©2023 9 x 11 40 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# 941.085 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2309576   Darwin's Super-Pooping Worm Spectacular   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Polly Owen 
Darwin suspected worms were special but his scientist friends laughed at him. In a quest to find out the worms' 

special talent, Darwin played the bassoon to the worms to see if they could hear, laid out a picnic treasure hunt for 

them to see how well they could smell, among many other bizarre but entirely true experiments. 
978-0-7112-7597-3 ©2023 9-1/4 x 11 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 592.64 

1 $19.99 

Little People, Big Dreams (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2309587   Hedy Lamarr   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 
Young Hedy Lamarr was fascinated with machines. She love to sit with her father and hear all about scientific 

theories. A gifted musician and actress, she soon found fame on the stage, but her scientific curiosity never 

stopped. 
978-0-7112-4669-0 ©2023 7-3/4 x 9-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 305 

1 $15.99 



I Survived Graphic Novels (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2308557   (Vol. 06) I Survived Hurricane Katrina, 2005 (Graphic Novel)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Lauren Tarshis 

Barry's family tries to evacuate before Hurricane Katrina hits their home in New Orleans. But when his little sister 

gets terribly sick, they're forced to stay home and wait out the storm. At first, Katrina doesn't seem to be as bad as 
predicted. But overnight the levees break, and Barry's world is literally torn apart. He's swept off by the 

floodwaters, away from his family. Can he survive the storm of the century - alone? 

978-1-338-76696-7 ©2023 6 x 9 160 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# 741.5 AR Lvl 2.8 AR Pts 1.0 

1 $24.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2309819   Marcel's Mouse Museum   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Hannah Abbo 

The Mouse Museum of Modern Art is home to paintings and sculptures by the most famous mice artists of the last 
one hundred years, from Parmesan Picasso to Gouda Kahlo. Take a tour of mouse art history and styles with 

Curator Marcel, and learn about art movements and styles like Cubism, self-portraits, Pop Art, and many more that 

have influenced art today. And we can’t forget the cheesy fun facts and activities that go with them! 
978-1-64170-743-5 Falcon Guides ©2023 10 x 10 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# E 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2313711   Come Closer If You Dare!   (Library Binding) 
written by Camilla de la Bedoyere 

Get up-close with the most fearsome animals in the animal kingdom! With incredibly detailed photography of 

animal's gruesome features and fascinating facts about terrifying predators from all over the world, this is an 
electrifying read for fearless children everywhere. Find out which predators have the sharpest teeth, who has the 

biggest claws, and more in this intriguing read. Come closer, only if you dare! 

978-0-7112-8197-4 ©2023 8 x 10 48 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 590 

1 $23.99 

Who Would Win? (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2275328   Coyote vs. Dingo   (Prebound) 

written by Jerry Pallotta 

This nonfiction reader compares and contrasts two ferocious animals. Readers will learn about each animal's 
anatomy, behavior, and more. Then compare and contrast the battling pair before finally discovering the winner! 

This nonfiction series is full of facts, photos, and realistic illustrations, and it includes a range of mammals, sea 

creatures, insects, and dinosaurs to satisfy all kinds of animal fans. 
978-1-5364-7286-8 ©2022 6 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 599.772 

1 $13.95 

Abdo Kids Jumbo: Toy Mania! (ABDO Kids) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2311668   Pokemon   (Library Binding) 

written by Grace Hansen 
This title delves into the colorful history of the toy superstar Pokemon and its popularity today. The book is 

complete with exciting historical and modern photographs as well as a more facts section and glossary. Aligned to 

Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Abdo Kids Jumbo is an imprint of Abdo Kids, a 
division of ABDO. 

978-1-0982-6430-7 ©2023 11-1/4 x 9-1/4 24 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 795.45 

1 $22.95 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2296417   Universe in You: A Microscopic Journey   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Jason Chin 

From the tiniest mammals to the intricate structures of microscopic organisms and subatomic particles that make 

1 $18.99 



up every human body, journey through an unseen world! 

978-0-8234-5070-1 ©2022 10 x 10 40 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 571.6 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2305264   Fire Chief Fran   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Linda Ashman 

If a puppy is in danger or a cafe is on fire, Fire Chief Fran is ready to help! Featuring a strong female role model, a 
huge fire truck, and an action-packed story, this read-aloud is a dynamic introduction to a day in the life of a 

firefighter. Follow along as Fire Chief Fran and her team respond not only to fires, but also to injuries, blocked 

roads, and more. 
978-1-63592-426-8 Astra House ©2022 11 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E Lexile AD 590 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2300944   Toxic: The World's Deadliest Creatures   (Hardcover (POB)) 

written by Ico Romero Reyes 
Creatures from all around the animal kingdom wield a mysterious weapon that is key to their survival: poison! 

These sophisticated concoctions are designed with precision to defy predators or subdue prey. Within these pages, 

children will learn all about big-eyed critters with a poisonous secret; tiny, flashy octopuses that can kill in 
minutes; the world's deadliest spiders, snakes, and scorpions; and more! 

978-0-500-65291-6 ©2022 10 x 13 48 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# 591.65 

1 $16.95 

Worst (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2300535   Yetis Are the Worst!   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Alex Willan 

Gilbert the Goblin is the first to admit that he was, ahem, mistaken-unicorns actually throw the best tea parties, and 
dragons make delicious ice cream soup. This time, though, he can absolutely confirm that YETIS ARE THE 

WORST! 

978-1-6659-2177-0 ©2022 8-1/2 x 11 40 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E Lexile AD 470 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2302093   Land of Books: Dreams of Young Mexihcah Word Painters   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Duncan Tonatiuh 

A young Aztec girl tells her little brother how their parents create beautiful painted manuscripts, or codices. She 
explains to him how paper is made from local plants and how the long paper is folded into a book. Her parents and 

others paint the codices to tell the story of their people's way of life, documenting their history, science, tributes, 

and sacred rituals. 
978-1-4197-4942-1 Abrams ©2022 10 x 10 48 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $19.99 

Truth About (Reycraft / Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2305311   Ribbit! The Truth About Frogs   (Paperback (Trade)) 

written by Annette Whiple 
Where do frogs live? What sounds do frogs make? How do frogs eat? These and other questions are answered by 

the author, along with some extra information provided by the frogs themselves. 

978-1-4788-7588-8 ©2022 11-1/4 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 597.89 Lexile 710 

1 $8.95 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price 



 
#2277785   Morning Sun in Wuhan   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Ying Compestine 
Grieving the death of her mother and an outcast at school, thirteen-year-old Mei finds solace in cooking and 

computer games. When her friend's grandmother falls ill, Mei seeks out her father, a doctor, for help, and discovers 

the hospital is overcrowded. As the virus spreads, Mei finds herself alone in a locked-down city trying to find a 
way to help. 

978-0-358-57205-3 Clarion Books ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 208 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 5.1 AR Pts 5.0 

1 $16.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2300539   My Paati's Saris   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Jyoti Rajan Gopal 

Another exciting day with Paati begins with a host of fun activities done in preparation for tonight's party; 

threading flowers into garlands for decoration, going to the market, and helping her in the kitchen with the scent of 

sambar in the air. Through it all the boy finds comfort in Paati's sari, whether he's wrapped in its colors for dress-

up or clutching its folds for comfort. Each sari holds a story-ones that speak to him, but most important of all they 

allow him just to be. 
978-0-593-32460-8 Kokila ©2022 9-1/2 x 10 40 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# E Lexile AD 780 

1 $18.99 

Really Wild Families (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2301819   Little Elephant: A Day in the Life of a Elephant Calf   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Anna Brett 
Little Elephant is a fact-filled picture book story based on the adventures of Elephant Calf and her large family. 

Discover what Little Elephant gets up to and explore his world, in this fun and informative title from the Really 
Wild Families series. Little Elephant has a big and loving family led by her Mummy and she can't wait to 

introduce you to her siblings, aunts, and cousins. 

978-0-7112-7412-9 ©2022 8-1/2 x 8-1/2 48 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $14.99 

Really Wild Families (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2301823   Little Platypus: A Day in the Life of a Platypus Puffle   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Anna Brett 

Little Platypus is a fact-filled picture book story based on the nighttime adventures of Little Platypus and his 
WILD and wonderful family. Discover what Little Platypus gets up to and explore his world, in this fun and 

informative title from the Really Wild Families series. Little Platypus has a small, but happy family! 

978-0-7112-7418-1 ©2022 8-1/2 x 8-1/2 48 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $14.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2302046   Little Red Riding Hood and the Dragon   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Ying Chang Compestine 

This is not the story you think you know. In this version of the classic fairy tale, Little Red lives in a village near 
the Great Wall and trains in kung fu. When she ventures to her grandmother's to deliver rice cakes and herbal 

medicine, she encounters something much more fearsome than a wolf-a mighty dragon. 

978-1-4197-3728-2 Abrams ©2022 9-1/2 x 10-1/4 48 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $18.99 

Truth About (Reycraft / Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2305303   Meow! The Truth about Cats   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Annette Whipple 

Why do cats have whiskers? How do cats land on their paws? Do people need cats? These and other questions are 
answered by the author, along with some extra information provided by the cats themselves. 

978-1-4788-7957-2 ©2022 11-1/2 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 599.75 Lexile 780 

1 $17.95 



Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2300536   My Fade Is Fresh   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Shauntay Grant 

When a little girl walks into her local barbershop, she knows she wants the flyest, freshest fade on the block! But 

there are so many beautiful hairstyles to choose from, and the clients and her mother suggest them all: parts, 
perms, frizzy fros, dye jobs, locs, and even cornrows! But this little girl stays true to herself and makes sure she 

leaves the shop feeling on top with the look she picks! 

978-0-593-38708-5 Penguin Workshop ©2022 10 x 10 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# E 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2299992   Year of the Cat   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Richard Ho 

Rat won the Great Race, which determined the order of the Chinese zodiac calendar. But he did it using trickery 
that left poor Cat behind. Now, Rat wants to make amends... or so he says. Rat, Pig, Dog, Sheep, Monkey, 

Rooster, Horse, Snake, Dragon, Tiger, Rabbit, and Ox all set off to apologize to Cat. Yet somehow, by the end of 

the journey, Rat is the only one left. And Cat has a surprise for him. 
978-0-06-297682-6 Greenwillow Books ©2022 9-1/2 x 11-1/2 40 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# E 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2299315   Remembering Mom's Kubbat Halab   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Medeia Sharif 

Bushra misses her mother, her dayik. So does her brother Sherzat. Mom used to help them with homework, read to 

them, and tuck them into bed at night. For Bushra, she would cook kubbat halab, perfectly golden rice-and-potato 
patties made without meat. No one can make kubbat halab quite like Mom, but Bushra wants to try. 

978-0-8075-6932-0 Albert Whitman ©2022 8 x 10 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E Lexile AD 580 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2293143   Anne: An Adaptation of Anne of Green Gables (Sort Of)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Kathleen Gros 

Anne Shirley has bounced around foster homes her whole life. So when the Cuthberts take her in, she hopes it's for 

good. They seem to be hitting it off, but how will they react to the trouble that Anne can sometimes find herself 
in... like accidentally dyeing her hair green or taking a dangerous dare that leaves her in a cast? A new foster home, 

a new school, and a first-time crush-it's a lot all at once. But if anyone can handle life's twists and turns, it's the 

irrepressible Anne Shirley. 
978-0-06-305766-1 Quill Tree Books ©2022 5-3/4 x 8-1/4 304 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# 741.5 

1 $22.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2295498   Seed in the Sun   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Aida Salazar 
Reticent Lula Viramontes aches to one day become someone whom no one can ignore: a daring ringleader in a 

Mexican traveling circus. But between working the grape harvest in Delano, California, with her older siblings 

under dangerous conditions; taking care of her younger siblings and Mama, who has mysteriously fallen ill; and 
doing everything she can to avoid Papa's volatile temper, it's hard to hold on to those dreams. (Novel in Verse) 

978-0-593-40660-1 Dial Books ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 272 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic Lexile NP 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2298475   Show Us Who You Are   (Library Binding (Trade)) 
written by Elle McNicoll 

It has never been easy for Cora to make friends. Cora is autistic, and sometimes she gets overwhelmed and stims to 

1 $19.99 



soothe her nerves. Adrien has ADHD and knows what it is like to navigate a world that isn't always built for the 

neurodiverse. The two are fast friends until an accident puts Adrien in a coma. Cora is devastated until Dr. Gold, 
the CEO of Pomegranate Institute, offers to let Cora talk to Adrien again, as a hologram her company develops. 

978-0-593-56300-7 Crown Children's Books ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 304 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.3 AR Pts 8.0 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2299368   When Words Have Power   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Lisa Chong 

Henry and his mother plan a special day together, which includes going to the Chinese market. But there they 

overhear someone calling them a strange name: "banana." Henry doesn't understand. A banana is just a piece of 
fruit. What's the big deal? And what does the name even mean? 

978-1-5131-3485-7 West Margin Press ©2022 8 x 10 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# E Lexile 560 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2299276   Beautiful You, Beautiful Me   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Tasha Spillett-Sumner 

Izzy's favorite place to be is in Mama's arms-skin to skin, safe and warm. One night, cuddled up on Mama's lap, 

Izzy notices something she's never noticed before: her skin is the color of chocolate, but Mama's skin is the color 
of sand. When Izzy realizes she's different from Mama in other ways, too, she feels sad and confused. She wants to 

be beautiful like Mama! Finding lessons from nature and repeating her affirming message, Mama encourages Izzy 

to see her own unique beauty. 
978-1-77147-452-8 Owlkids Books ©2022 8-1/4 x 11 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# E 

1 $18.95 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2293199   Freestyle   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Gale Galligan 

Cory's dance crew is getting ready for a major competition. It's the last one before they graduate eighth grade and 

go their separate ways to high schools all over New York City, so they have to make it count! The group starts to 
have problems as their crew captain gets increasingly intense about nailing the routine, and things go from bad to 

worse when Cory's parents ground him for not taking his grades seriously. 

978-1-338-04581-9 Graphix ©2022 5-1/2 x 8 272 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# 741.5 AR Lvl 2.7 AR Pts 1.0 Lexile 320 

1 $24.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2295384   Frizzy   (Hardcover (POB)) 

written by Claribel A. Ortega 

Marlene loves three things: books, her cool Tia Ruby, and hanging out with her best friend Camila. But according 
to her mother, Paola, the only thing she needs to focus on is school and "growing up." That means straightening 

her hair every weekend so she can have "presentable," "good hair." But Marlene hates being in the salon and 

doesn't understand why her curls are not considered pretty by those around her. 
978-1-250-25962-2 First Second Books ©2022 5-1/2 x 8 224 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 741.5 AR Lvl 3.0 AR Pts 1.0 

1 $21.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2293283   If You Were a City   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Kyo Maclear 
Just like people, there are so many ways a city can be. And this lively picture book explores all of them. From 

quiet and dreamy to bright and buzzing, the magnificent diversity of our world is celebrated by connecting the 

uniqueness of its places with the people who live in them. Wild, gritty, bookish, or sheltering-if you were a city, 
how would YOU be? 

978-1-4521-5519-7 Chronicle Books LLC ©2022 11 x 9 40 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E Lexile AD 300 

1 $16.99 



Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2296872   Mama's Home   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Shay Youngblood 

Home can be a blue house with white trim you share with your mama. But it can be bigger than that, with lots of 

Big Mamas to take care of you when your mom works--different houses for every day of the week. Like Nurse 
Louella, who'll take you bike riding in the airport parking lot every Monday. Or Miss Henry and her lady friend, 

who teach you how to catch fish on Friday afternoons. Or Tuesdays with Miss Zikora, eating delicious fufu with 

your fingers. No matter where you are, as long as you are with your Big Mamas, you are home. 
978-0-593-18022-8 Make Me a World ©2022 10 x 10 40 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# E Lexile AD 990 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2295389   Marikit and the Ocean of Stars   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Caris Avendano Cruz 
Marikit is used to wearing recycled clothes. Her mother, the best seamstress in the barrio, has become an expert at 

making due ever since Marikit's father and brother were lost at sea. But for her tenth birthday, all Marikit wants is 

something new. So when her mother gifts her a patchwork dress stitched together with leftover scraps from her 
workshop, Marikit vows to never wear it. That is, until the eve of her birthday, when shadow creatures creep into 

their home and upend the very life she knew. 

978-0-374-38909-3 Farrar, Straus & Giroux ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 336 pgs. 

Grades 6 - 8 Dewey# Fic Lexile 700 

1 $16.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2293286   Only the Best: The Exceptional Life and Fashion of Ann Lowe   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Kate Messner 
Award-winning author Kate Messner, costume historian Margaret E. Powell, and fashion designer and illustrator 

Erin Robinson tell the powerful story of the ground-breaking Ann Lowe, who grew up in a small Alabama dress 

shop and became the first nationally-known African American fashion designer. Sought after by millionaires and 
movie stars, her designs walked the red carpet and graced the wedding of Senator John F. Kennedy and Jacqueline 

Bouvier. 

978-1-4521-6160-0 ©2022 9 x 12 56 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 746.9 Lexile AD 660 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2299306   Tray of Togetherness   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Flo Leung 

A little girl and her family are hosting a New Year party, an event marking the Lunar New Year. There's a lot to do 
before the guests arrive! First, a trip to the market to fill up the Tray of Togetherness, a special candy box for the 

partygoers. After the tray has been prepared and the decorations set up, it's time for the party! A diverse group of 

relatives and friends gathers, ready to celebrate the New Year with the Tray of Togetherness. 
978-1-77147-462-7 Owlkids Books ©2022 10 x 8 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# 394.261 

1 $18.95 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2299496   Weird Rules to Follow   (Paperback (Trade)) 

written by Kim Spencer 
Eleven-year-old Mia and her best friend, Lara, have known each other since kindergarten. Like most tweens, they 

like to hang out and compare notes on their crushes and dream about their futures. But even though they both live 

in the same cul-de-sac, Mia's life is very different from her non-Indigenous, middle-class neighbor. Even though 
their differences never seemed to matter to the two friends, Mia begins to notice how adults treat her differently, 

just because she is Indigenous. And this blatant racism might begin to take its toll on Mia and Lara's friendship. 

978-1-4598-3558-0 Orca Book Publishers ©2022 5 x 7-1/2 192 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic Lexile 730 

1 $12.95 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 



  Quantity Unit Price  
#2295378   Wings: Birds, Bees, Biplanes, and Other Things with Wings   (Paperback (Trade)) 

written by Tracey Turner 

Wings takes readers on a fact-packed flight over a fascinating subject. Written by Tracey Turner, it offers a bird's-
eye view of the first airplanes, the fastest jet planes, beetles, birds, winged horses, flying dragons-even winged 

unicorns. There's fun, easy-to-read information on wings of all kinds, including plenty of STEM material, 

presented in a mixture of text and speech bubbles that's perfect for readers aged 7 plus. 
978-0-7534-7644-4 ©2022 9 x 10-1/2 48 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 629.13 

1 $10.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2293093   Black Gold   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Laura Obuobi 
When the Universe decides to create a child, she draws from the earth-rich, dark, and full of everything that gives 

life, including eyes like black star sapphires and full lips to speak the truth. With help from the Sun and the Moon, 

they create a child of the Universe: beautiful, powerful, and boundless with the brilliance of Black Gold. 
978-0-06-301576-0 HarperCollins Publishers ©2022 10-1/4 x 10-1/4 40 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# E 

1 $18.99 

J. D. the Kid Barber (Spanish / Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2298593   (Vol. 01) J. D. y la Gran Batalla de Barberos (J. D. and the Great Barber Battle)   (Prebound) 

written by J. Dillard 
J.D. has a big problem--it's the night before the start of third grade and his mom has just given him his first and 

worst home haircut. When the steady stream of insults from the entire student body of Douglass Elementary 
becomes too much for J.D., he takes matters into his own hands and discovers that, unlike his mom, he's a genius 

with the clippers. 

978-1-5364-7636-1 ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 128 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic Lexile 760 

1 $16.95 

Intasimi Warriors (Lantana Publishing) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2293855   (Vol. 01) Mwikali and the Forbidden Mask   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Shiko Nguru 

12-year-old Mwikali is moving to a new school in Nairobi and just wants her life to be normal. But when she 
meets Soni, Odwar and Xirsi who reveal that she is descended from an ancient bloodline of legendary Kenyan 

warriors, all hope of a normal life fades. Now, with an array of malign forces massing, Mwikali must delve deep 

into the past to discover her ancestry, learn to harness her extraordinary powers, and enter a race against time to 
defeat a village elder who has turned to dark magic in an effort to gain ultimate power... A fantasy adventure that 

will keep you on the edge of your seat right to the moment of its breathtaking conclusion! 

978-1-913747-93-0 ©2022 5 x 7-3/4 228 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic Lexile 730 

1 $13.49 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2295245   My Family and Other Families: Finding the Power in Our Differences   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Lewis Edwards-Middleton 

Liam has just one thing on his mind: making it to the ferris wheel to use his ticket. There's just enough time to 
check out the rest of the carnival, where his friends are playing games, eating popcorn, and going on rides with 

their parents and guardians. But when Liam's ferris wheel ticket gets lost, it's a race against time for him and his 

friends to find it. 
978-0-7440-5981-6 ©2022 9-1/2 x 9-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# 306.85 

1 $16.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2293096   Nikhil Out Loud   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Maulik Pancholy 
Thirteen-year-old Nikhil Shah is the beloved voice actor for Raj Reddy on the hit animated series Raj Reddy in 

Outer Space. But being a star on TV doesn't mean you have everything figured out behind the scenes. . . . Nikhil's 

1 $17.99 



fame lands him the lead in the school musical, but he's terrified that everyone will realize he's a fraud once they 

find out he has stage fright. And when a group of conservative parents start to protest, making it clear they're not 
happy with an openly gay TV star being in the starring role, Nikhil feels like his life would be easier if only he 

could be Raj Reddy full-time. Then Nikhil wakes up one morning and hears a crack in his voice, which means his 

job playing Raj will have to come to an end. 
978-0-06-309192-4 Balzer & Bray ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 320 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.1 AR Pts 8.0 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2293420   Peculiar Primates: Fun Facts about These Curious Creatures   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Debra Kempf Shumaker 
All primates climb and breathe in air. They have big brains and hands and hair. But. . . some live alone, some live 

in groups. One primate has a nose that droops. Peculiar Primates is an adorable picture book with a scientific-and 

child-friendly-underpinning. 

978-0-7624-7820-0 ©2022 11 x 8-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 599.8 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2299488   Phoenix Gets Greater   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Marty Wilson-Trudeau 
Phoenix loves to play with dolls and marvel at pretty fabrics. Most of all, he loves to dance-ballet, Pow Wow 

dancing, or just swirling and twirling around his house. Sometimes Phoenix gets picked on and he struggles with 

feeling different, but his mom and brother are proud of him. With their help, Phoenix learns about Two 
Spirit/Niizh Manidoowag people in Anishinaabe culture and just how special he is. 

978-1-77260-253-1 Second Story Press ©2022 8-1/2 x 8-1/2 24 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# E 

1 $21.95 

The\Factory Ser. 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2293338   Undercover Latina   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Aya De Leon 

Fourteen-year-old Andrea Hernandez-Baldoquin hails from a family of spies working for the Factory, an 
international organization dedicated to protecting people of color. For her first solo mission, Andrea straightens her 

hair and goes undercover as Andrea Burke, a white girl, to befriend the estranged son of a dangerous white 

supremacist. 
978-1-5362-2374-3 Candlewick Press ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 320 pgs. 

Grades 6 - 8 Dewey# Fic 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2295371   Where the Lost Ones Go   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Akemi Dawn Bowman 
Eliot is mourning Babung, her beloved grandmother who just passed way. She's less than excited to move to her 

new house, which smells like lemons and deception, and is searching for a sign, any sign, that ghosts are real. 

Because if ghosts are real, it means she can find a way back to Babung. 
978-0-374-31377-7 Farrar, Straus & Giroux ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 320 pgs. 

Grades 7 - Y Dewey# Fic Lexile 700 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2295354   Brown Is Beautiful   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Supriya Kelkar 
On a hike with her grandparents, a young Indian-American girl makes note of all the things in the wilderness that 

are brown, too. From a nurturing mother bear, to the steadiness of deep twisting roots, to the beauty of a wild 

mustang, brown is everywhere! On her way, the girl collects the beautiful brown things she encounters as 
mementos for a scrap book to share with a very special new addition to her family-a baby brother. 

978-0-374-38952-9 Farrar, Straus & Giroux ©2022 11 x 8-1/2 40 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E Lexile NP 

1 $18.99 



Individual Titles: Nonfiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2298476   Different Kind of Normal: My Real-Life COMPLETELY True Story about Being 

Unique   (Library Binding (Trade)) 

written by Abigail Balfe 

Hi! My name is Abigail, and I'm autistic. But I didn't know I was autistic until I was (kind of) an adult. This is my 
true story of growing up in the confusing "normal" world, all the while missing some Very Important Information 

about myself. There'll be scary moments involving toilets and crowded trains, heartwarming tales of cats and 

pianos, and funny memories including my dad and a mysterious tub of ice cream. Along the way, you'll also find 
some Very Crucial Information about autism. 

978-0-593-56646-6 ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 240 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 362 Lexile 980 

1 $25.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2290514   Forever Cousins   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Laurel Goodluck 

Kara and Amanda hate not being together. Then it's time for the family reunion on the Rez. Each girl worries that 

the other hasn't missed her. But once they reconnect, they realize that they are still forever cousins. This story 
highlights the ongoing impact of the 1950s Indian Relocation Act on Native families, even today. 

978-1-62354-292-4 Charlesbridge Publishing ©2022 8-1/2 x 10-1/4 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E Lexile AD 610 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2293012   Going Places: Victor Hugo Green and His Glorious Book   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Tonya Bolden 

As a mail carrier, Victor Hugo Green traveled across New Jersey every day. But with Jim Crow laws enforcing 
segregation since the late 1800s, traveling as a Black person in the US could be stressful, even dangerous. So in the 

1930s, Victor created a guide-The Negro Motorist Green-Book, also known as the Green Book-compiling all the 

information he could find to help Black travelers know where to go and what places to avoid in order to have a 
pleasant and safe time. While the Green Book started out small, over the years it became an expansive, invaluable 

resource for Black people throughout the country-all in the hopes that one day such a guide would no longer be 

needed. 
978-0-06-296740-4 ©2022 9-1/4 x 11-1/4 40 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# 910.4 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2293014   Indigo Dreaming   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Dinah Johnson 
In a contemporary celebration of the African diaspora, a young girl living on the coast of South Carolina dreams of 

her distant relatives on the shores of Africa and beyond. Her reflections come together, creating an imaginative and 

illuminating vision of home. 
978-0-06-308020-1 HarperCollins Publishers ©2022 11-1/4 x 9-3/4 40 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $18.99 

Inflatables (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2300954   (Vol. 03) Inflatables in Do-Nut Panic!   (Prebound) 

written by Beth Garrod 
Holey sprinkles! Donut's going on a treasure hunt. The prize? The most delicious cookie ever tasted. But to find it, 

he needs to sneak his inflata-pals out of the water park, survive shark-infested seas, and take on a petrifying Pickle. 

Will the holey hero make it back unpopped, or will the cookie crumble once and for all? 
978-1-5364-7650-7 ©2022 5-1/4 x 7-1/2 128 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 741.5 Lexile 340 

1 $16.95 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price 



 
#2293712   Kimchi, Kimchi Every Day   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Erica Kim 
Whether round and crunchy like a kimchi pancake or pinched and plump like a kimchi dumpling, there are so 

many ways to enjoy this Korean traditional dish. Explore the different ways to eat kimchi in this fun, rhyming tale 

that also teaches the days of the week. Korean-American author-illustrator Erica Kim shares her pride in her 
delicious cultural food through her cut paper art technique. The Hanji paper that is used to illustrate the book 

comes from a paper mulberry tree native to Korea. This beautiful reflection of culture will inspire children to take 

pride in their cultural foods, too. 
978-1-953859-27-3 Soaring Kite Books ©2022 9 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 3 Dewey# E Lexile 310 

1 $13.49 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2293278   Little Toymaker   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Cat Min 

One morning, an old woman brings the little Toymaker a candy tin she played with as a girl. The little Toymaker 

takes the tin and TA-DA! comes back with a sparkling new toy for the old lady. But it seems that what she truly 

wants was lost a long time ago. And it will take all the Toymaker's skill, magic, and empathy to bring it back for 
her. 

978-1-64614-180-7 Levine Querido ©2022 8-1/2 x 11 48 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# E 

1 $18.99 

Shadow Bruja (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2293337   Lords of Night   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by J. C. Cervantes 

Fourteen-year-old Renata Santiago is the most powerful godborn of them all, a bruja with a unique combination of 
DNA. She's always been absolutely convinced that there's a connection between aliens and the Maya civilization. 

Plenty of online haters feel differently, and they call her a fake, a liar, and a loser. When Ren receives an email 

about an alien sighting in Kansas, she thinks it may support her theory. 
978-1-368-06656-3 ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 320 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2293015   Mariana and Her Familia   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Monica Mancillas 
A sweet and heartwarming picture book about a young girl forming a connection with her family-and her Abuelita-

on her first trip to Mexico from debut author Monica Mancillas and rising-star illustrator Erika Meza. Mariana's 

tummy does a flip as she and Mami cross the Mexican frontera. Mariana is visiting her Abuelita and extended 
family for the first time. 

978-0-06-296246-1 Balzer & Bray ©2022 11-1/4 x 8-3/4 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# E 

1 $17.99 

Pig the Pug (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2292992   Pig the Rebel   (Hardcover (POB)) 
written by Aaron Blabey 

Pig's bad behavior has finally caught up with him -- it's time for OBEDIENCE SCHOOL! Can this terrible pug 

ever be tamed? Not if he can help it... 
978-1-338-85919-5 ©2022 9-1/2 x 10 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E AR Lvl 2.2 AR Pts .5 

1 $14.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2293021   Shad Hadid and the Alchemists of Alexandria   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by George Jreije 
Twelve-year-old Shad Hadid has never quite fit in. But when Shad is attacked by a shadowy monster, he learns his 

late baba was an alchemist with the ability to mix charms, elixirs, and mists-and he's one too. Then Shad receives 

an invitation to the mysterious Alexandria Academy, a fabled school for alchemists, where he hopes he'll find 

safety and learn more about the ancient science. With danger at every turn and the fate of the alchemy world on the 

1 $16.99 



line, can Shad save his friends and defeat this sinister foe? 

978-0-06-309481-9 HarperCollins Publishers ©2022 5-3/4 x 8-1/2 384 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic 

Hunger Heroes (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2286725   (Vol. 02) Snack Cabinet Sabotage   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Jarrett Lerner 

Gabby the babysitter is stuck in a house without snacks! How will she survive without her mushroom pizza, 
chocolate donuts, and peanut butter--filled pretzels? The Hunger Heroes know it's only a matter of time before 

she's in the hangry danger zone. They think it's an open and shut case, but little do they know that an enemy--a 

giant green one--lurks in the shadows to defeat them! 
978-1-5344-8035-3 ©2022 6 x 7-1/2 128 pgs. 

Grades K - 3 Dewey# 741.5 Lexile GN 510 

1 $19.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2293078   Tower of Life: How Yaffa Eliach Rebuilt her Town in Stories and Photographs   (Hardcover 

(Trade)) 
written by Chana Stiefel 

There once was a girl named Yaffa. She loved helping her Grandma Alte in her photography studio. There, 

shopkeepers, brides, babies, and bar mitzvah boys posed while Grandma Alte captured their most joyous moments 
on film. But one dark day, Nazi soldiers invaded the town. Nearly 3,500 Jewish souls - including family, friends, 

and neighbors of Yaffa - were erased.  This is the stunning true story of how Yaffa made it her life's mission to 

recover thousands of her town's photographs from around the world. 
978-1-338-22589-1 ©2022 10-1/2 x 8-1/4 40 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 940.531 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2298500   What Shall We Play Now?   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Taghreed A. Najjar 

Just imagine all the things you can do with a green piece of cloth. Will you turn it into the sail of a pirate ship or 

into a small tent? Just imagine. Will you turn it into a beautiful butterfly that will fly from one flower to another or 
into a super heroine that will protect everybody from evil? Just imagine… 

978-1-62371-809-1 Interlink Publishing ©2022 10 x 7 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $18.95 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2280724   Bonnie's Rocket   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Emeline Lee 

Bonnie's father is an engineer for the Apollo 11 space mission. Bonnie is an engineer too, developing a rocket ship 

that she plans to shoot high into the sky. While Baba works on the moon-landing module at the space center in far-
off Florida, Bonnie designs, builds, and tests her own rocket -- with sometimes disastrous results! Throughout the 

process, Baba's letters encourage her in her work, and after the astronauts return from the moon, Baba comes home 

in time to see Bonnie launch her amazing rocket. 
978-164379-069-5 Lee & Low Books, Incorporated ©2022 9-1/4 x 11 40 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# E 

1 $20.95 

Material Marvels (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2287753   Concrete: From the Ground Up   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Larissa Theule 
From a lowly mixture of stone, sand, water, and cement have sprung sidewalks, streets, and skyscrapers, sturdy 

lighthouses and magnificent palaces, long bridges and massive dams. In ancient building practices, in modern 

engineering, and in the architecture of the future, humble concrete plays a mighty role in the creation of the 
human-made world. Brimming with facts and spiced with clever running narrative in the form of repartee-filled 

speech bubbles, Concrete is as intimate and entertaining as it is informative and visually sweeping. 

1 $18.99 



978-1-5362-1250-1 ©2022 48 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 620.136 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2289213   Dear Black Child   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Rahma Rodaah 

Dear Black Child, We are here to remind you of your glory . . . An inspiring love letter to Black children around 

the world, this book is a celebration of their beauty, joy, and resilience. 
978-0-06-309197-9 Balzer & Bray ©2022 9-1/4 x 10-1/4 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2290781   Holler of the Fireflies   (Library Binding (Trade)) 

written by David Barclay Moore 
Javari knew that West Virginia would be different from his home in Bushwick, Brooklyn. But his first day at 

STEM Camp in a little Appalachian town is still a shock. Though run-ins with the police are just the same here. 

Not good. Javari will learn a lot about science, tech, engineering, and math at camp. And also about rich people, 
racism, and hidden agendas. But it's Cricket, a local boy, budding activist, and occasional thief, who will show him 

a different side of the holler-and blow his mind wide open. 

978-1-5247-0129-1 Knopf Books for Young Readers ©2022 368 pgs. 

Grades 6 - 8 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.9 AR Pts 9.0 Lexile 670 

1 $20.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2289236   Rain Rising   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Courtne Comrie 
Rain is keeping a big secret from everyone around her: She's sad. All the time. Xander, her older brother, is an all-

star student athlete and a superhero to Rain since their dad is not around. When Xander is the victim of a hate 

crime, things take a turn for the worse. Xander stops speaking to everyone, including Rain, whose dark thoughts 
turn into action. Rain's secret battle puts her life on the line. But when her favorite teacher invites her to an after-

school circle group, Rain finds friends and the courage to help herself and her family heal. Like the rain, she is 

both gentle and a force, and though she faces many storms in her life, she finds the strength to rise again. Novel in 
verse. 

978-0-06-315973-0 HarperCollins Publishers ©2022 5-3/4 x 8-1/2 336 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic 

1 $16.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2289214   Shine Bright   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Kheris Rogers 

When her confidence is shaken by bullies at the skate park who say she is "too dark," Imani turns to her sister for a 

loving reminder that she's smart, hopeful, brave, beautiful, strong, and just enough. 
978-0-06-306478-2 HarperCollins Publishers ©2022 10-1/4 x 10-1/4 40 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# E 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2290847   Still This Love Goes On   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Buffy Sainte-Marie 
Based on Academy Award-winning Cree icon Buffy Sainte-Marie's song of the same name, Still This Love Goes 

On is a stunning celebration of Indigenous experience. Breathtaking illustrations from celebrated Cree–Metis artist 

Julie Flett combine with Sainte-Marie's vivid lyrics to craft a remarkable piece of art. Accompanied by sheet music 
and a note from Sainte-Marie about her much-admired song. 

978-1-77164-807-3 Greystone Books ©2022 9 x 11 40 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# E Lexile AD 370 

1 $18.95 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price 



 
#2288338   Anisa's International Day   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Reem Faruqi 
Anisa is super excited about International Day and can't wait to share her mother's samosas with her class. But 

when someone has the exact same idea, Anisa is crushed. Going to her aunt's dholki party gives her an idea for the 

perfect activity instead – mehndi! There's only one problem, Anisa's best friend doesn't seem to like the idea–she 
doesn't even seem to like Anisa anymore. Will Anisa ever get to enjoy International Day? 

978-0-06-320623-6 HarperCollins Publishers ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 112 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic 

1 $16.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2292713   Bubbie and Rivka's Best-Ever Challah (So Far!)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Sarah Lynne Reul 

Bubbie and Rivka are not the best bakers... yet. But they are starting a new tradition. Every Friday they will bake a 

challah together! Week after week, Bubbie and Rivka pull a challah out of the oven that's not quite right. As 

Bubbie and Rivka put their heads together to solve each week's baking disaster, they learn something new about 

how to approach their next challah, fine-tuning their skills and ensuring next week's bread will be even tastier. 

They learn that practice makes progress and persistence makes for some very special together time... and some 
very yummy challah! 

978-1-4197-5898-0 Abrams ©2022 10-1/2 x 8-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2290413   Call Him Jack: The Story of Jackie Robinson, Black Freedom Fighter   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Yohuru Williams 

According to Martin Luther King, Jr., Jackie Robinson was "a sit-inner before the sit-ins, a freedom rider before 
the Freedom Rides." According to Hank Aaron, Robinson was a leader of the Black Power movement before there 

was a Black Power movement. According to his wife, Rachel Robinson, he was always Jack, not Jackie-the 

diminutive form of his name bestowed on him in college by white sports writers. From two prominent Robinson 
scholars comes this electrifying biography that recovers the real person behind the legend, reanimating this famed 

figure's legacy for new generations, widening our focus from the sportsman to the man as a whole and deepening 

our appreciation for his achievements on the playing field in the process. 
978-0-374-38995-6 ©2022 6 x 9 224 pgs. 

Grades 6 - 8 Dewey# 796 Lexile 1090 

1 $19.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2291691   Hana's Hundreds of Hijabs   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Razeena Omar Gutta 
Hana has a humongous collection of hijabs and accessories – and her hijab is always styled superbly. But when her 

overflowing collection gets a little out of hand, Hana knows something needs to be done . . . and comes up with a 

clever plan for sharing her talents and possessions with her community! 
978-1-64686-620-5 Barefoot Books ©2022 8-1/2 x 11 24 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# E 

1 $16.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2291686   Making Happy   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Sheetal Sheth 
When Leila's mother gets sick, lots of things change for her family. But one important thing stays the same: they 

still have each other, and they know how to find joy and laughter when they need it most! The poetic, uplifting 

story and hopeful ending are based on the author's own experience battling cancer as the parent of young children. 
978-1-64686-622-9 Barefoot Books ©2022 11 x 8-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# E 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2288319   Maya's Song   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Renee Watson 

Maya's momma was right. Maya was a preacher, a teacher. A Black girl whose voice chased away darkness, 

1 $19.99 



ushered in light. This unforgettable picture book introduces young readers to the life and work of Maya Angelou, 

whose words have uplifted and inspired generations of readers. The author of the celebrated autobiography I Know 
Why the Caged Bird Sings, Maya was the first Black person and first woman to recite a poem at a presidential 

inauguration, and her influence echoes through culture and history. 

978-0-06-287158-9 ©2022 9 x 11 48 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# 305 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2291609   My Diwali Light   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Raakhee Mirchandani 

Devi loves the Diwali season. It's a time to wear her favorite red bindi and eat samosas until she bursts! 
Makemithai and design rangoli with her Papa. And paint diyas with her nani-a reminder to shine her light brightly 

all year long. 

978-0-316-33933-9 Little, Brown Books for Young Readers ©2022 10 x 10 40 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# E 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2290421   Vanquishers   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Kalynn Bayron 

Twelve-year-old Malika "Boog" Wilson and her best friends have grown up idolizing The Vanquishers, a group of 
masked vampire hunters who wiped out the last hoard of the undead decades ago. For kids today, vampires feel 

more like fun comic book fodder than real life, and the days of garlic wreaths and early curfews are long gone. 

978-1-5476-0977-2 Bloomsbury Publishing ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 288 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.4 AR Pts 9.0 

1 $16.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2288355   You Only Live Once, David Bravo   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Mark Oshiro 
Middle school is the worst, especially for David Bravo. He doesn't have a single class with his best (and only) 

friend, Antoine. After he injures Antoine in a cross-country accident, he just wishes he could do it all over. He 

doesn't expect his wish to summon a talking, shapeshifting, annoying dog, Fea, who claims that a choice in David's 
past did set him on the wrong timeline…and she can take him back to fix it. 

978-0-06-300815-1 HarperCollins Publishers ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 384 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic 

1 $16.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2288321   Finding My Dance   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Ria Thundercloud 

At four years old, Ria Thundercloud was brought into the powwow circle, ready to dance in the special jingle dress 

her mother made for her. As she grew up, she danced with her brothers all over Indian country. Then Ria learned 
more styles--tap, jazz, ballet--but still loved the expressiveness of Indigenous dance. And despite feeling different 

as one of the only Native American kids in her school, she always knew she could turn to dance to cheer herself 

up. 
978-0-593-09389-4 ©2022 40 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 973 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2290751   Iveliz Explains It All   (Library Binding (Trade)) 

written by Andrea Beatriz Arango 
Seventh grade is going to be Iveliz's year. She's going to make a new friend, help her abuela Mimi get settled after 

moving from Puerto Rico, and she is not going to get into any more trouble at school... Except is that what 

happens? Of course not. Because no matter how hard Iveliz tries, sometimes people say things that just make her 
so mad. And worse, Mimi keeps saying Iveliz's medicine is unnecessary-even though it helps Iveliz feel less sad. 

But how do you explain your feelings to others when you're not even sure what's going on yourself? 

1 $19.99 



978-0-593-56398-4 Random House Children's Books ©2022 272 pgs. 

Grades 6 - 8 Dewey# Fic Lexile 940 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2287766   Peace Is a Chain Reaction: How World War II Japanese Balloon Bombs Brought People of Two 

Nations Together   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Tanya Lee Stone 

Adults wage war, while children are unwitting victims, pulled into a maelstrom of fear and hate without any 
choice. This is a story about two groups of teenagers on opposite sides of the world, forever connected by an act of 

war. It is a story about the adults some of those teens became, forever connected by acts of forgiveness, 

understanding, and peace. And it is a story about one remarkable man, whose heart belonged both to America and 
Japan, who put that peace and understanding in motion. 

978-0-7636-7686-5 ©2022 176 pgs. 

Grades 6 - 8 Dewey# 940.542 

1 $24.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2288260   Speak Up!   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Rebecca Burgess 

Twelve-year-old Mia is just trying to navigate a world that doesn't understand her true autistic self. While she 

wishes she could stand up to her bullies, she's always been able to express herself through singing and songwriting, 
even more so with her best friend, Charlie, who is nonbinary, putting together amazing beats. Together, they've 

taken the internet by storm; little do Mia's classmates know that she's the viral singer Elle-Q! But while the chance 

to perform live for a local talent show has Charlie excited, Mia isn't so sure. She'll have to decide whether she'll let 
her worries about what other people think get in the way of not only her friendship with Charlie, but also showing 

everyone, including the bullies, who she is and what she has to say. 
978-0-06-308120-8 Quill Tree Books ©2022 6-1/4 x 9-1/4 272 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 741.5 

1 $22.99 

Bollywood Academy (Lantana Publishing) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2293531   (Vol. 01) Starlet Rivals   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Puneet Bhandal 
Twelve-year-old Bela has always dreamed about becoming a famous Bollywood star, and now the opportunity 

might finally be within her grasp. When a reality TV show gives her the chance to dance in front of the nation, she 

knows that she is performing for a place at the most prestigious stage school in Mumbai. Can Bela win the Dance 
Starz competition to score a place at the Bollywood Academy and move one step closer to her dreams of stardom? 

And will child star Monica, the most "in" girl at school, see her as a friend or a rival? 

978-1-913747-90-9 ©2022 5 x 7-3/4 264 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic Lexile 760 

1 $13.49 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2290309   Adrift   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Tanya Guerrero 

Cousins Coral and Isa are so close that they're practically siblings; their mothers are sisters, and the two girls grew 
up on the same small island. When Coral and her parents leave on a months-long sea voyage amid the islands of 

Indonesia, Isa is devastated that they'll be kept apart, and the two vow to write to each other no matter what. 

978-0-374-38965-9 Farrar, Straus & Giroux ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 352 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic Lexile 690 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2290740   Bluest Sky   (Library Binding (Trade)) 

written by Christina Diaz Gonzalez 

There are two versions of Hector: the public and the private. It's the only way to survive in communist Cuba-
especially when your father was exiled to the U.S. and labeled an enemy of the people. Hector must always be 

seen as a fierce supporter of the regime, even if that means loudly rejecting the father he still loves. 

1 $20.99 



978-0-593-37280-7 Knopf Books for Young Readers ©2022 320 pgs. 

Grades 6 - 8 Dewey# Fic Lexile 650 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2287658   Curse on Spectacle Key   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Chantel Acevedo 

Frank Fernandez's family never stays in one place for long. So when his parents announce they're moving to 

Spectacle Key, Florida, to live in a lighthouse-this time for good!-Frank is thrilled. Then one day while exploring, 
Frank meets a girl in old-fashioned clothes, with no memory of who she is. What she does know, though, is that 

the island is under a curse-and she needs Frank's help to figure out how to lift it. But what if learning the truth 

about Spectacle Key means losing the first real friend he's ever had? 
978-0-06-313481-2 Balzer & Bray ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 256 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic 

1 $16.99 

Front Desk (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2290613   (Vol. 04) Key Player   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Kelly Yang 
The Women's World Cup coming to Southern California, everyone is soccer-crazy -- especially Mia Tang! The 

U.S. is playing China in the finals, and Mia feels like her two identities are finally coming together. Less exciting, 

though? The fact that her P.E. teacher wants Mia to get out of the soccer field, too -- or fall short of the grade she 
needs to earn a spot at journalism camp. 

978-1-338-77625-6 ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 288 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.2 AR Pts 9.0 Lexile 600 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2290326   Lotus Bloom and the Afro Revolution   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Sherri Winston 

Lotus Bloom is a free spirit with a mega-'fro she's affectionately named "the wooly mammoth." A talented 
violinist, she just switched from her inner-city school to a fancy arts academy. Her best friend Rebel is quick to 

point out the funding disparities between schools, and urges Lotus to help her protest, but Lotus isn't sure; if she's 

going to be in the spotlight, she'd rather it be for her music. 
978-1-5476-0846-1 Bloomsbury Publishing ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 304 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic 

1 $16.99 

Little People, Big Dreams (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2276702   Marcus Rashford   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 
When Marcus was a kid, he had a family that loved him and a talent for football. He worked hard and trained for 

years to reach the top of the game, making his debut in the Premier League in 2016. But no matter how successful 

he became, he never forgot where he came from and his experience as a hungry child. When schools were closed 
during the Coronavirus pandemic of 2020, the situation left schoolchildren without free meals that they would 

have had. 

978-0-7112-7099-2 ©2022 7-3/4 x 9-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 796.334 

1 $15.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2291504   Serwa Boateng's Guide to Vampire Hunting   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Roseanne Brown 

Serwa is the best adze slayer her age, and she knew how to use a crossbow before she could even ride a bike. But 
when an obayifo (witch) destroys her childhood home while searching for a drum, do Serwa's parents take her with 

them on their quest to defeat her? No. Instead, they dump Serwa with her hippie aunt and cryptic-obsessed cousin 

in the middle of Nowheresville, Maryland. Just as Serwa starts to get the hang of this whole normal girl who 
doesn't punch vampires every day thing, an adze infiltrates her school. 

978-1-368-06636-5 Rick Riordan ©2022 5-3/4 x 8-1/2 400 pgs. 

Grades 6 - 8 Dewey# Fic 

1 $17.99 



Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2287661   Shot Clock   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Caron Butler 

Tony loves basketball. But the game changed recently when his best friend, Dante, a hoops phenom and the kid he 

looked up to the most, was killed by a police officer. Tony hopes he can carry on Dante's legacy by making the 
Sabres, the AAU basketball team Dante took to two national championships. Coach James likes what he sees from 

Tony at tryouts, but he still doesn't make the team. Tony takes the devastating news hard until Coach James offers 

him another chance: join the team as the statistician. As the team finds its stride, Tony faces another setback-the 
officer who killed his friend will be back on the job. With his community reeling and the team just finding its 

footing on the court, can Tony find a path to healing while helping to bring the Sabres a championship? 

978-0-06-306959-6 Katherine Tegen Books ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 304 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.9 AR Pts 8.0 Lexile 790 

1 $16.99 

Branches: Press Start! (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2292849   (Vol. 12) Super Rabbit Boy World!   (Prebound) 

written by Thomas Flintham 

King Viking has come up with a new way to cause trouble in Super World. He has a Multi-plan Plan! Instead of 
one evil plan, King Viking is doing a lot of evil plans all at once. Super Rabbit Boy runs across Super World from 

one robot attack to another and another. But Super Rabbit Boy is getting tired. Will Super Rabbit Boy be able to 

keep up with all the trouble? Or will he need Moon Girl's help to save the day? 
978-1-5364-7569-2 ©2022 5-1/4 x 7-1/2 80 pgs. 

Grades K - 3 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 2.7 AR Pts .5 Lexile 520 

1 $14.95 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2288243   Trouble with Robots   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Michelle Mohrweis 

Eighth-graders Evelyn and Allie are in trouble. Evelyn's constant need for perfection has blown some fuses among 

her robotics teammates, and she's worried nobody's taking the upcoming competition seriously. Allie is new to 
school, and she's had a history of short-circuiting on teachers and other kids. So when Allie is assigned to the 

robotics team as a last resort, all Evelyn can see is just another wrench in the works! 

978-1-68263-484-4 Peachtree Publishers ©2022 288 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic 

1 $16.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2288277   We Were the Fire: Birmingham 1963   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Shelia P. Moses 

Rufus Jackson Jones is from Birmingham, the place Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. called the most segregated place in 
the country. A place that in 1963 is full of civil rights activists including Dr. King. The adults are trying to get 

more attention to their cause--to show that separate is not equal. Rufus's dad works at the local steel factory, and 

his mom is a cook at the mill. If they participate in marches, their bosses will fire them. So that's where the kids 
decide they will come in. Nobody can fire them. So on a bright May morning in 1963, Rufus and his buddies join 

thousands of other students to peacefully protest in a local park. There they are met with policemen and firemen 

who turn their powerful hoses on them, and that's where Rufus realizes that they are the fire. And they will not be 
put out. 

978-0-593-40748-6 MyReportLinks.com ©2022 176 pgs. 

Grades 6 - 8 Dewey# Fic Lexile 690 

1 $17.99 

Bunnicula Graphic Novels (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2283872   (Vol. 01) Bunnicula: The Graphic Novel   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by James Howe 

Harold the dog and Chester the cat must find out the truth about the newest pet in the Monroe household-a 

suspicious-looking bunny with unusual habits...and fangs! Could this innocent-seeming rabbit actually be a 
vampire? Experience the chills and thrills of this classic tale in an all-new graphic novel format! 

978-1-5344-2161-5 ©2022 6 x 9 128 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 741.5 AR Lvl 3.8 AR Pts 2.0 Lexile GN 570 

1 $19.99 



Creepy Tales! (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2286699   Creepy Crayon!   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Aaron Reynolds 

Jasper Rabbit has a problem: he is NOT doing well in school. His spelling tests? Disasters. His math quizzes? 

Frightening to behold. But one day, he finds a crayon lying in the gutter. Purple. Pointy. Perfect. Somehow...it 
looked happy to see him. And it wants to help. At first, Jasper is excited. Everything is going great. His spelling is 

fantastic. His math is stupendous. And best of all, he doesn't have to do ANY work! But then the crayon starts 

acting weird. It's everywhere, and it wants to do everything. And Jasper must find a way to get rid of it before it 
takes over his life. The only problem? The creepy crayon will not leave. 

978-1-5344-6588-6 ©2022 9 x 12 48 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# E AR Lvl 2.7 AR Pts .5 Lexile 500 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2285300   Pizza!: A Slice of History   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Greg Pizzoli 

Do YOU like PIZZA? Because right now, somewhere in the world, someone is eating it. Did you know that in the 

United States we eat 350 slices of pizza every second? Or that in Sweden they serve pizza with bananas and 
peanuts? All over the world, people love pizza-but where did it come from? And who made the first pizza? 

978-0-425-29107-8 ©2022 9-1/2 x 9-1/2 56 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# 641.824 Lexile 780 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2283741   Invisible   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Christina Diaz Gonzalez 

Can five overlooked kids make one big difference? They're stuck together when they're forced to complete their 
school's community service hours. Although they're sure they have nothing in common with one another, some 

people see them as all the same . . . just five Spanish-speaking kids. Then they meet someone who truly needs their 

help, and they must decide whether they are each willing to expose their own secrets to help . . . or if remaining 
invisible is the only way to survive middle school. 

978-1-338-19455-5 Graphix ©2022 5-1/2 x 8 208 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 741.5 AR Lvl 2.6 AR Pts 1.0 Lexile GN 260 

1 $24.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2300551   Mana kpawnx yacib (The Map of Good Memories)   (Paperback (Trade)) 
written by Fran Nuno 

Zoe had lived in the city since she was born. She knew every building, every park, every corner of the city. But the 

war broke out and she, like many others, had to say goodbye to her home and leave without knowing when she 
might return. Zoe has so many good memories of her city… Her grandparents' house, a shelter full of dreams and 

games, her old school, where she met her friends and loved learning new things. Not to mention the downtown 

park, where She'd spent many Sunday mornings there, playing on the swings, listening to people playing music, 
and riding her bike. 

978-84-18302-95-4 Cuento de Luz SL ©2022 8-1/4 x 10-1/4 24 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# E 

1 $10.00 

Little People, Big Dreams (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2284768   Wilma Mankiller   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 

Growing up, little Wilma was surrounded by her Cherokee heritage. Her parents taught her to be proud of who she 

was, and all that had come before her. But when the family moved from Oklahoma's Rocky Mountains to the city 
of San Francisco, it was a big change, and Wilma fully realized how unfairly the world treated Native Americans. 

978-0-7112-7120-3 ©2022 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 973.04 

1 $15.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price 



 
#2293800   Enchanting Creatures   (Library Binding) 

written by Camilla de la Bedoyere 
Discover the world's most enchanting creatures in this wonderful collection. Find out fascinating facts about each 

creature and the characteristics which make them seem magical, be it the jewel-like colors of a starfish or the 

iridescent wings of the blue morpho butterfly. It's time to decide who gets your vote as the most enchanting 
creature ever! Stunning photographs and easy-to-read text make this the perfect book for young animal lovers. 

978-0-7112-7989-6 ©2022 48 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 591.47 Lexile 940 

1 $23.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2281621   Berry Song   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Michaela Goade 

On an island at the edge of a wide, wild sea, a girl and her grandmother gather gifts from the earth. Salmon from 

the stream, herring eggs from the ocean, and in the forest, a world of berries. Through the seasons, they sing to the 

land as the land sings to them. Brimming with joy and gratitude, in every step of their journey, they forge a deeper 

kinship with both the earth and the generations that came before, joining in the song that connects us all. 

978-0-316-49417-5 Little, Brown Books for Young Readers ©2022 9 x 12 40 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2284567   H Is for Harlem   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Dinah Johnson 

Discover the Harlem icons that have defined generations of American culture. Harlem is full of remarkable 
treasures, including museums, performance spaces, community centers, and more-all of which come to life in this 

lavish celebration of Harlem as an epicenter of African American history and a vibrant neighborhood that 
continues to shape our world. 

978-0-316-32237-9 ©2022 10-1/4 x 12-1/4 48 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 974.71 

1 $18.99 

Inflatables (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2290248   (Vol. 02) Inflatables in Mission Un-Poppable   (Prebound) 
written by Beth Garrod 

Cactus knows there is something not quite ripe about new float Avocado. So when she discovers he's actually a 

two-faced Avocadon't and he's planning to take over the park, her mission is clear. But can Cactus convince the 
inflata-gang to help her stop Avocadon't and save the spray before it's too late? 

978-1-5364-7487-9 ©2022 5-1/4 x 7-1/2 128 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 741.5 Lexile 380 

1 $16.95 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2282325   Leila, The Perfect Witch   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Flavia Z. Drago 

Leila Wayward is a little witch who excels at everything she does. As the youngest in a long line of masters of the 

Dark Arts of Patisserie, Leila wants her entry to be perfect. But even with the most bewitching of recipes, she 
realizes a terrible truth: she's a disaster in the kitchen. Luckily, Leila has three magical sisters who are happy to 

share their culinary secrets with her. 

978-1-5362-2050-6 Candlewick Press ©2022 10 x 11-1/2 40 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2282526   Mammoth Math: Everything You Need to Know about Numbers   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by David Macaulay 

From computer games to bridges, shopping malls to game shows, math is all around you if you look closely 
enough. In Mammoth Math, not only will you learn the essential principles of math, you'll enjoy learning about 

them. 

1 $19.99 



978-0-7440-5611-2 ©2022 8-1/2 x 10-3/4 160 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 510 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2280930   Greatest Song of All: How Isaac Stern United the World to Save Carnegie Hall   (Hardcover 

(Trade)) 

written by Megan Hoyt 

When Carnegie Hall first opened its doors in 1891, no one could have predicted its incredible success. With 
talented artists like Duke Ellington and Albert Einstein gracing its stage, the Hall quickly became a place where all 

people-no matter their skin color, religion, or social status-could come together under one roof to be entertained. 

People like Isaac Stern. The son of Jewish immigrants who fled war-torn Ukraine for America to escape the 
Holocaust, Isaac was a talented violinist whose dream of one day performing on Carnegie Hall's legendary stage 

came true, many times over. 

978-0-06-304527-9 ©2022 9 x 11 40 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 787.209 

1 $18.99 

Cat and Cat Adventures (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2280767   (Vol. 02) Goblet of Infinity   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Susie Yi 

Squash and Ginny's journey continues as they search for the Goblet of Infinity, a treasure that creates a never-
ending supply of delicious drinks! But when the cats arrive at the goblet's hiding place deep in a magical forest, the 

treasure is nowhere to be found. Instead, the cats meet a unibear named Fern who is convinced that the evil Dragon 

Witch has stolen the goblet-they must find and confront her! But as Squash and Ginny try to get to the bottom of 
the mystery, they begin to see that not everything (or everyone) is exactly as they seem.... 

978-0-06-308384-4 ©2022 5-1/2 x 7 96 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 741.5 

1 $15.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2274112   Hot Dog   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Doug Salati 

It's summer in the city, and this hot dog has had enough! Enough of sizzling sidewalks, enough of wailing sirens, 
enough of people's feet right in his face. When he plops down in the middle of a crosswalk, his owner endeavors to 

get him the breath of fresh air he needs. She hails a taxi, hops a train, and ferries out to the beach. 

978-0-593-30843-1 Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group ©2022 9-1/4 x 10-1/4 40 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E Lexile NP 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2277926   Yoshi and the Ocean: A Sea Turtle's Incredible Journey Home   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Lindsay Moore 

In 1997, a young loggerhead sea turtle was rescued from the ocean after an injury to her shell. The fishermen who 
rescued her named her Yoshi and took her to the Two Oceans Aquarium in Cape Town, South Africa. She was 

rehabilitated there and grew stronger-and larger!-every day. She also became one of the most popular exhibits at 

the aquarium. After twenty years in captivity, Yoshi was released back into the ocean and traveled more than 
25,000 miles in 1,003 days to find her way home. A tracking device on her shell transmitted data about her journey 

to marine biologists and turtle enthusiasts of all ages around the world. 

978-0-06-306098-2 ©2022 9 x 10-1/2 64 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 578 AR Lvl 5.9 AR Pts .5 

1 $18.99 

Questioneers (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2276135   (Vol. 05) Ada Twist and the Disappearing Dogs   (Hardcover (POB)) 

written by Andrea Beaty 

Blue River Creek has a problem: There's a pet thief on the loose! Or at least, Sofia and Iggy are convinced that 
there is, once their pets go missing. But as a scientist, Ada knows it's important not to jump to conclusions and to 

follow the facts. How will they find out what really happened to the town's pets? By using the Scientific Method of 

course! Through making a hypothesis, collecting data, and experimentation, the Questioneers must find the 

missing animals before even more pets disappear! 

1 $12.99 



978-1-4197-4352-8 ©2022 5-1/2 x 8 144 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.7 AR Pts 1.0 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2279795   Be a Good Ancestor   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Leona Prince 

Addressing environmental issues, animal welfare, self-esteem and self-respect, and the importance of community, 

the authors deliver a poignant and universal message in an accessible way: Be a good ancestor to the world around 
you. Thought-provoking stanzas offer a call to action for each one of us to consider how we affect future 

generations. Every decision we make ripples out, and we can affect the world around us by thinking deeply about 

those decisions. 
978-1-4598-3140-7 Orca Book Publishers ©2022 10 x 8-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# 170.83 Lexile NP 

1 $21.95 

I Survived Graphic Novels (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2274072   (Vol. 05) I Survived the Attack of the Grizzlies, 1967 (Graphic Novel)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Lauren Tarshis 
No grizzly has ever killed a human in Glacier National Park before... until tonight. Eleven-year-old Melody Vega 

and her family come to Glacier every year. Mel loves it here -- the beautiful landscapes and wildlife make it easy 

to forget her real-world troubles. Then Mel comes face-to-face with a mighty grizzly. She knows basic bear safety: 
Don't turn your back. Don't make any sudden movements. And most importantly: Don't run. That last one is the 

hardest for Mel; she's been running from her problems all her life. If she wants to survive tonight, she'll have to 

find the courage to face her fear. 
978-1-338-76693-6 ©2022 6 x 9 160 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# 741.5 AR Lvl 3.2 AR Pts 1.0 Lexile 460 

1 $24.99 

Inflatables (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2290246   (Vol. 01) Inflatables in Bad Air Day   (Prebound) 
written by Beth Garrod 

Flamingo is destined to be a star! So when the opening of a new wave pool brings camera crews flooding to the 

park, his inflata-pals hatch a daring plan to make him famous. But will a flock of familiar faces from Flamingo's 
past burst his bubble? Get ready, world -- Flamingo is about to BLOW UP! 

978-1-5364-7486-2 ©2022 5-1/4 x 7-1/2 128 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 741.5 AR Lvl 2.9 AR Pts 1.0 Lexile GN 540 

1 $16.95 

Marcus (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2279002   Marcus Makes It Big   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Kevin Hart 

Marcus's movie, Toothpick vs. the Doom, is a HIT! But the only thing harder than making a movie is making a 

SECOND one. Marcus needs to come up with another great idea fast. Too bad his film crew (aka friends) are too 
preoccupied with their MeTube channels to notice. An invite to The Helen Show has Marcus thinking they'll be 

back on top, but will nerves, unchecked ambition, and a rivalry between friends shut down this show before it even 

begins? 
978-0-593-17918-5 ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 240 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic Lexile 450 

1 $16.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2278755   Yes We Will: Asian Americans Who Shaped This Country   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Kelly Yang 
From creating beautiful music like Yo-Yo Ma to flying to outer space like Franklin Chang-Diaz; from standing up 

to injustice like Fred Korematsu to becoming the first Asian American, Black and female vice president of the 

United States like Kamala Harris, this book illuminates the power of Asian Americans all over the country, in all 
sorts of fields. 

978-0-593-46305-5 ©2022 9 x 11 40 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 973 Lexile AD 480 

1 $18.99 



Scientists in the Field (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2273513   Snowy Owl Scientist   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Mark Wilson 

It's July on Alaska's North Slope, and scientist Denver Holt is in Utqiagvik surveying nests. Denver has been 

coming here since 1992, and the snowy owls he studies have been coming here much longer: thousands of years. 
With its mix of coastal, low-elevation tundra and a rich presence of lemmings, the North Slope is the only area in 

Alaska where snowy owls regularly nest. How do snowy owls decide where they will nest? How do they manage 

to arrive at locations where food will be abundant? What drives the success of these delicate tundra ecosystems? 
These are the mysteries Denver is trying to solve to help ensure a bright future for these elegant hunters. 

978-0-358-32959-6 ©2022 11 x 9 96 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# 598.9 AR Lvl 7.5 AR Pts 4.0 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2274206   How to Build a Human: In Seven Evolutionary Steps   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Pamela S. Turner 

How did we become who we are? With trademark wit, acclaimed science writer Pamela S. Turner breaks down 

human evolution into the seven most important steps leading to Homo sapiens. How, when, and why did we stand 
up, discover pointy objects, get big heads, take a hike, invent barbecue, start talking, and become storytellers? 

978-1-62354-250-4 ©2022 7-1/2 x 10 112 pgs. 

Grades 6 - 8 Dewey# 599.93 Lexile 990 

1 $21.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2276720   Woman Who Split the Atom: The Life of Lise Meitner   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Marissa Moss 

As a female Jewish physicist in Berlin during the early 20th century, Lise Meitner had to fight for an education, a 
job, and equal treatment in her field, like having her name listed on her own research papers. Meitner made 

groundbreaking strides in the study of radiation, but when Hitler came to power in Germany, she suddenly had to 

face not only sexism, but also life-threatening anti-Semitism as well. Suddenly, the race to build the atomic bomb 
was on-although Meitner was horrified to be associated with such a weapon. "A physicist who never lost her 

humanity," Meitner wanted only to figure out how the world works, and advocated for pacifism while others called 

for war. 
978-1-4197-5853-9 ©2022 5-1/2 x 8 264 pgs. 

Grades 6 - 8 Dewey# 539.092 

1 $19.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2265657   Kick Push   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Frank Morrison 
Epic loves skateboarding, but after moving to a new neighborhood and struggling to find his new skating crew, he 

ditches his board to try out other sports. But football is painful--soccer, too. Basketball is slamming (but not in a 

good way). And jump rope? More like whip lash! Dejected and defeated, Epic heads home, where his dad 
encourages him to stay true to himself. So Epic takes another skate through the neighborhood and finds a new 

groove and some new friends who like him for who he is. 

978-1-5476-0592-7 Bloomsbury Publishing ©2022 8-1/2 x 11 40 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2271079   Where Butterflies Fill the Sky: A Story of Immigration, Family, and Finding Home   (Hardcover 

(Trade)) 

written by Zahra Marwan 
Zahra lives in a beautiful place where the desert reaches all the way to the sea and one hundred butterflies seem to 

always fill the sky. But when Baba and Mama tell her that their family is no longer welcome here and they must 

leave, Zahra wonders if she will ever feel at home again. 
978-1-5476-0651-1 ©2022 10 x 10 48 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# 305.892 

1 $18.99 



Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2268464   I'm Not Scared, You're Scared   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Seth Meyers 

When you're a bear who is easily scared, it's hard to have friends. Fortunately, Bear has one: Rabbit, who is very 

brave. One day, Rabbit urges Bear to face his fears and embark on an adventure together. However, things don't 
entirely go as planned, and the two friends learn the true meaning of bravery. 

978-0-593-35237-3 Flamingo Books ©2022 10 x 10 40 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E AR Lvl 3.5 AR Pts .5 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2269861   Knight Owl   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Christopher Denise 

Since the day he hatched, Owl dreamed of becoming a real knight. He may not be the biggest or the strongest, but 

his sharp nocturnal instincts can help protect the castle, especially since many knights have recently gone missing. 
While holding guard during Knight Night Watch, Owl is faced with the ultimate trial--a frightening intruder. It's a 

daunting duel by any measure. 

978-0-316-31062-8 Little, Brown Books for Young Readers ©2022 9 x 11 48 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E AR Lvl 2.6 AR Pts .5 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2269499   Forest Fighter: The Story of Chico Mendes   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Anita Ganeri 
Chico Mendes lived in the depths of the Amazon rainforest where trees grew tall and strong and wildlife roamed 

freely. From the age of 8, Chico worked with his father collecting sap from trees that could be sold to make rubber. 

Rubber tappers were very poor and the rainforest was increasingly being destroyed by burning and logging, 
threatening their livelihoods. Chico knew he had to take a stand. He became a spokesperson for the community, 

fighting hard to preserve the Amazon rainforest, and speaking up for the rights of other rubber tappers. He won 

several international awards for his campaigns, but the loggers still wouldn't stop. At the age of 44, Chico was 
murdered by one of the loggers. 

978-1-62371-856-5 ©2022 9-1/2 x 11-1/2 48 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 303 

1 $19.95 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2269874   New from Here   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Kelly Yang 

When the coronavirus hits Hong Kong, ten-year-old Knox Wei-Evans's mom makes the last-minute decision to 

move him and his siblings back to California, where they think they will be safe. At his new school in California, 
Knox struggles with being the new kid. His classmates think that because he's from Asia, he must have brought 

over the virus. As racism skyrockets during COVID-19, Knox tries to stand up to hate, while finding his place in 

his new country. Sometimes when the world is spinning out of control, the best way to get through it is to embrace 
our own lovable uniqueness. 

978-1-5344-8830-4 Simon & Schuster ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 368 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.1 AR Pts 11.0 Lexile 630 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2268229   One Million Trees: A True Story   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Kristen Balouch 

When Kristen Balouch was 10 years old, her parents made a surprising announcement: their whole family was 

going on a trip to plant trees! Kristen, her sisters, and her mom and dad--and their pet, Wonder Dog!--flew from 
their California home to a logging site in British Columbia. There, they joined a crew working to replant the trees 

that had been cut down. 

978-0-8234-4860-9 ©2022 10 x 8-1/2 40 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 363 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 



  Quantity Unit Price  
#2266082   Ablaze with Color: A Story of Painter Alma Thomas   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Jeanne Walker Harvey 

As a child in Georgia, Alma Thomas loved to spend time outside, soaking up the colors around her. And her 
parents filled their home with color and creativity despite the racial injustices they faced. After the family moved 

to Washington, DC, Alma shared her passion for art by teaching children. When she was almost seventy years old, 

she focused on her own artwork, inspired by nature and space travel. 
978-0-06-302189-1 ©2022 8-1/2 x 11 40 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 759.13 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2267704   We Sang You Home   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Richard Van Camp 
A celebration of the bond between parent and child, this is the perfect song to share with your little ones. In this 

sweet and lyrical picture book from the creators of the bestselling Little You, gentle rhythmic text captures the 

wonder new parents feel as they welcome baby into the world. 
978-1-4598-3224-4 Orca Book Publishers ©2022 8 x 8 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $19.95 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2257193   Bathe the Cat   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Alice B. McGinty 
It's cleaning day, but the family cat will do anything to avoid getting a bath. So instead of mopping the floor or 

feeding the fish, the family is soon busy rocking the rug, vacuuming the lawn, and sweeping the dishes. Bouncy 
rhyme carries the story headlong into the growing hilarity, until finally Dad restores some kind of order--but will 

the cat avoid getting his whiskers wet? 

978-1-4521-4270-8 Chronicle Books LLC ©2022 9 x 11 48 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E Lexile AD 340 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Spanish 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2267518   Estudiante Mayor: Como Mary Walker Aprendio a Leer (The Oldest Student: How Mary 

Walker Learned to Read)   (Hardcover (POB)) 

written by Rita Lorraine Hubbard 
In 1848, Mary Walker was born into slavery. At age 15, she was freed, and by age 20, she was married and had her 

first child. By age 68, she had worked numerous jobs, including cooking, cleaning, babysitting, and selling 

sandwiches to raise money for her church. At 114,she was the last remaining member of her family. And at 116, 
she learned to read. 

978-1-64473-379-0 ©2022 9 x 11-1/2 40 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 306.3 

1 $17.95 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2266077   My Big Book of Outdoors   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Tim Hopgood 

From vibrant springtime flowers to sweet fruits on summer trees, from the falling of autumn leaves to snowdrops 

in winter, this ode to the four seasons introduces young readers to the world of nature outside their door. During 
the chilly months, they can discover why birds fly south in winter, search for animal footprints in the snow, or 

learn to make the perfect paper snowflake. 

978-1-5362-1533-5 ©2022 10-1/4 x 11-1/4 128 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 550 

1 $19.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2257618   Nature and Me: A Guide to the Joys and Excitements of the Outdoors   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Alain de Botton 

An essential guide to encourage children to explore, enjoy and benefit from the natural world around them. 

1 $19.99 



978-1-912891-31-3 ©2022 9 x 10-1/2 96 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 6 Dewey# 508 Lexile 780 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2266719   Powwow Day   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Traci Sorell 

River wants so badly to dance at powwow day as she does every year. In this uplifting and contemporary picture 

book perfect for beginning readers, follow River's journey from feeling isolated after an illness to learning the 
healing power of community. 

978-1-58089-948-2 Charlesbridge Publishing ©2022 9-1/4 x 9-1/4 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# E AR Lvl 2.5 AR Pts .5 Lexile AD 610 

1 $17.99 

Little People, Big Dreams (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2266916   Amanda Gorman   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 

From an early age, Little Amanda read everything she could get her hands on, from books to cereal boxes. 

Growing up with an auditory processing disorder and a speech impediment, Amanda had to work hard, but 
ultimately she took great strength from her experiences. After hearing her teacher read aloud to the class, she knew 

that she wanted to become a poet, and nothing would stand in her way. At the age of 19, she became America's 

first-ever National Youth Poet Laureate. And, after performing her inspiring poem 'The Hill We Climb' at the 
Presidential Inauguration in January 2021, she became an icon across the world. 

978-0-7112-7071-8 ©2022 7-3/4 x 9-1/2 1 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 811 

1 $15.99 

Individual Titles: Spanish 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2260334   Ano en Que Aprendimos a Volar (The Year We Learned to Fly)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Jacqueline Woodson 

On a dreary, stuck-inside kind of day, a brother and sister heed their grandmother's advice: "Use those beautiful 
and brilliant minds of yours. Lift your arms, close your eyes, take a deep breath, and believe in a thing. Somebody 

somewhere at some point was just as bored you are now." And before they know it, their imaginations lift them up 

and out of their boredom. 
978-0-593-40760-8 ©2022 9 x 10-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# E AR Lvl 5.4 AR Pts .5 

1 $18.99 

Baby-Sitters Little Sister Graphix (Prebound / Graphic Novel) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2264171   (Vol. 05) Karen's School Picture (Graphic Novel)   (Prebound) 

written by Ann M. Martin 
Karen has to get glasses! She doesn't want them, especially because school pictures are going to be taken soon. But 

she picks out some pretty pink ones and thinks she looks very grown-up. Then Yicky Ricky at school starts calling 

her names. If Karen wears her glasses for the school picture, Ricky will make fun of her. If she doesn't wear them, 
she'll feel like she's afraid to be herself. Glasses or no glasses, that Ricky is going to get it! 

978-1-5364-7124-3 ©2022 6 x 9 128 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 741.5 AR Lvl 2.5 AR Pts .5 RC Lvl 3.3 

1 $22.95 

Quix: Geeger the Robot (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2266764   (Vol. 04) Party Pal: Geeger the Robot   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Jarrett Lerner 

Geeger the Robot is going to his best friend Tillie's birthday party. But Geeger's never been to a party before and 

doesn't quite know what presents are. Would Tillie like a stick? Or a pile of dirt? Geeger wants to help Tillie 
celebrate, but maybe he shouldn't have come! How does a robot say, "Happy Birthday?" 

978-1-5344-8026-1 ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 64 pgs. 

Grades K - 3 Dewey# Fic Lexile 660 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price 



 
#2263824   Star Child: A Biographical Constellation of Octavia Estelle Butler   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Ibi Zoboi 
Born into the Space Race, the Red Scare, and the dawning Civil Rights Movement, Butler experienced an 

American childhood that shaped her into the groundbreaking science-fiction storyteller whose novels continue to 

challenge and delight readers fifteen years after her death. 
978-0-399-18738-4 ©2022 6 x 9 128 pgs. 

Grades 6 - 8 Dewey# 813 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2264450   Hidden Powers: Lise Meitner's Call to Science   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Jeannine Atkins 
At the turn of the 20th century, Lise Meitner dreamed of becoming a scientist. In her time, girls were not supposed 

to want careers, much less ones in science. She earned a PhD in physics, then became the first woman physics 

professor at the University of Berlin. The work was thrilling, but Nazi Germany was a dangerous place for a 

Jewish woman. Her efforts led to the discovery of nuclear fission and altered the course of history. Novel in verse. 

978-1-6659-0250-2 Atheneum ©2022 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 288 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 5.7 AR Pts 5.0 Lexile 860 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2263917   One Wish: Fatima Al-Fihri and the World's Oldest University   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by M. O. Yuksel 

Fatima al-Fihri loved to learn. She wanted to know everything, like how birds flew, why the sky was blue, and 

how flowers grew. But more than anything, she wanted a school for all, where anyone could study and become 
whatever they wanted, like teachers, scientists, and doctors. Fueled by her faith and her determination, she worked 

hard to make her one wish come true 
978-0-06-303291-0 ©2022 9 x 11-1/4 40 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# 297.092 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2264439   Moving Forward: From Space-Age Rides to Civil Rights Sit-Ins with Airman Alton 

Yates   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Chris Barton 

As a child growing up in Jacksonville, Florida, Alton Yates watched Black veterans return home from fighting for 

their country, only to have that country turn its back on them. After Alton joined the Air Force and risked his life 
to make spacecraft and airplane flight safer, he returned home to the same Jim Crow laws. Alton now had a new 

mission: To make a stand against Jim Crow. 

978-1-5344-7365-2 ©2022 12 x 9 48 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# 323 Lexile 900 

1 $17.99 

Little People, Big Dreams (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2264636   Nelson Mandela   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 

Little Nelson's given name was Rolihlahla, which means 'troublemaker' in Xhosa, his native language. But his 
rebellious nature would lead him to become one of the world's most inspirational civil right's leaders and anti-

apartheid revolutionaries. Despite the many years of imprisonment and adversity he faced, Nelson remained 

victorious and was voted to become South Africa's first Black president. 
978-0-7112-5791-7 ©2022 7-3/4 x 9-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 968.07 

1 $15.99 

Branches: Press Start! (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2263749   (Vol. 11) Super Cheat Codes and Secret Modes!   (Prebound) 

written by Thomas Flintham 
When Sunny finds a list of cheat codes for his game, Animal Land gets turned topsy-turvy! With new weird and 

wonderful powers and effects, Super Rabbit Boy finds his latest adventure filled with easy modes, hard modes, and 

secret levels. It's more fun than ever, until the game starts to glitch! Can Super Rabbit Boy make his way through 

the madness and still save the day? 

1 $14.95 



978-1-5364-7120-5 ©2022 6 x 9 80 pgs. 

Grades K - 3 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 2.8 AR Pts .5 

Big Buddy Books: Toy Stories (ABDO Publishing Company) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2268683   Pokemon: Satoshi Tajiri   (Library Binding) 
written by Paige Polinsky 

In this title, readers will learn about the designer of Pokemon, Satoshi Tajiri. Follow the story of Tajiri as he 

founds Game Freak magazine which turned into Game Freak video-game development company and the creation 
of the Pokemon video games, trading cards, television series, and Pokemon Go! Aligned to Common Core 

Standards and correlated to state standards. Big Buddy Books is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of 

ABDO. 
978-1-5321-9712-3 ©2022 9-1/2 x 8-1/4 32 pgs. 

Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# 338.476 Lexile 760 

1 $22.95 

Cookie Chronicles (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2259762   (Vol. 03) Ben Yokoyama and the Cookie of Perfection   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Matthew Swanson 
When Ben's fortune cookie tells him that practice makes perfect, he refuses to settle for anything less. He demands 

better parents, superior hobbies, and a brand-new best friend, who might technically be a superhero. 

978-0-593-30277-4 ©2021 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 336 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.4 AR Pts 5.0 Lexile 610 

1 $12.99 

Little People, Big Dreams (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2255319   Michael Jordan   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 
In this book from the critically acclaimed, multimillion-copy best-selling Little People, BIG DREAMS series, 

discover the life of Michael Jordan, one of the greatest basketball players of all time. 

978-0-7112-5938-6 ©2021 7-3/4 x 9-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 796 

1 $15.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2252288   Everybody in the Red Brick Building   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Anne Wynter 

A chain reaction of noises wakes several children (and a cat) living in an apartment building. But it's late into the 
night, so despite the disturbances, one by one, the building's inhabitants return to their beds--this time, with a new 

set of sounds to lull them to sleep. 

978-0-06-286576-2 Balzer & Bray ©2021 11 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E AR Lvl 2.5 AR Pts .5 

1 $17.99 

Who Would Win? (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2256980   Ultimate Reptile Rumble   (Prebound) 

written by Jerry Pallotta 

This nonfiction reader compares and contrasts 16 ferocious reptiles. Readers will learn about each animal's 
anatomy, behavior, and more. Then compare and contrast the battling animals before finally discovering the 

winner! 

978-1-5364-7090-1 ©2021 6 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 597.9 AR Lvl 4.2 AR Pts .5 Lexile 640 

1 $13.95 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2254662   Nibi's Water Song   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Sunshine Tenasco 

"Nibi, a Native American girl, cannot get clean water from her tap or the river, so she goes on a journey to connect 
with fellow water protectors and get clean water for all"-- 

1 $19.95 



978-1-64379-482-2 Lee & Low Books, Incorporated ©2021 9-1/4 x 9-1/4 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# E 

Little People, Big Dreams (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2246730   Kamala Harris   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 

In this book from the highly acclaimed Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover the incredible life of Kamala 

Harris, the first woman, first Black person, and first South Asian American to be elected vice president of the 
USA. 

978-0-7112-6582-0 ©2021 7-3/4 x 9-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 973 

1 $15.99 

Front Desk (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2245575   (Vol. 03) Room to Dream   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Kelly Yang 

Mia Tang is going for her dreams! After years of hard work, Mia Tang finally gets to go on vacation with her 

family -- to China! A total dream come true! Mia can't wait to see all her cousins and grandparents again, 
especially her cousin Shen. As she roams around Beijing, witnessing some of the big changes China's going 

through, Mia thinks about the changes in her own life. 

978-1-338-62112-9 ©2021 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 320 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.5 AR Pts 10.0 Lexile 650 

1 $17.99 

Little People, Big Dreams (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2235638   Ruth Bader Ginsburg   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 
Little Ruth's mom taught her to be a lady-which meant to be her own independent self. Ruth promised herself she 

would do everything her mother didn't get the chance to do. And she excelled: at school, as a law professor, and 

later on the supreme court fighting gender discrimination. This inspiring book features stylish and quirky 
illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed 

profile of the justice's life. 

978-0-7112-6470-0 ©2021 7-1/2 x 9-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 320 

1 $15.99 

Quix: Geeger the Robot (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2240830   To the Rescue: Geeger the Robot   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Jarrett Lerner 

Geeger's best friend, Tillie, is having a bad day and he wants to cheer her up. But sharing snacks and jokes aren't 
working. How will Geeger make Tillie smile again? 

978-1-5344-8023-0 ©2021 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 96 pgs. 

Grades K - 3 Dewey# Fic Lexile AD 660 

1 $17.99 

Worst (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2240677   Dragons Are the Worst!   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Alex Willan 

They burn down everything in sight and they hoard all the gold. They melt every ice cream cone within a mile 

radius, and everyone is afraid of them. But really, it's the dragons who should be afraid of Gilbert and his 
tremendous goblin power! 

978-1-5344-8511-2 ©2021 8-1/2 x 11 40 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E AR Lvl 3.3 AR Pts .5 Lexile 660 

1 $17.99 

I Survived Graphic Novels (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2235911   (Vol. 04) I Survived the Attacks of September 11th, 2001 (Graphic Novel)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Lauren Tarshis 

1 $24.99 



A gripping graphic novel adaptation of Lauren Tarshis's bestselling I Survived the Attacks of September 11, 2001, 

in time for the 20th anniversary of 9/11.The only thing Lucas loves more than football is his Uncle Benny, his 
dad's best friend at the fire department where they both work. Benny taught Lucas everything about football. So 

when Lucas's parents decide the sport is too dangerous and he needs to quit, Lucas has to talk to his biggest 

fan.The next morning, Lucas takes the train to the city instead of the bus to school. It's a bright, beautiful day in 
New York. But just as Lucas arrives at his uncle's firehouse, everything changes -- and nothing will ever be the 

same again. 

978-1-338-68049-2 ©2021 6 x 9 160 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# 741.5 AR Lvl 3.6 AR Pts 1.0 Lexile 570 

Cat and Cat Adventures (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2240448   (Vol. 01) Quest for Snacks   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Susie Yi 

One day when their human leaves for work, Squash and Ginny find themselves in a terribly unfortunate 

predicament: without snacks. With a little help from a magical portal, the two cats embark on a quest to find 

ingredients for a potion that will produce unlimited goodies. 

978-0-06-308381-3 ©2021 5-1/2 x 7 96 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 741.5 

1 $15.99 

Cat Kid Comic Club (Spanish / Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2239411   (Vol. 01) Club de Comics de Supergatito (Cat Kid Comic Club)   (Prebound) 

written by Dav Pilkey 

Welcome to the Cat Kid Comic Club, where Li'l Petey (LP), Flippy, and Molly introduce twenty-one 
rambunctious, funny, and talented baby frogs to the art of comic making. As the story unwinds with mishaps and 

hilarity, readers get to see the progress, mistakes, and improvements that come with practice and persistence. 
978-1-5364-6929-5 ©2021 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 176 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 741.5 AR Lvl 2.9 AR Pts 1.0 Lexile 330 

1 $24.95 

Pig the Pug (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2238127   Pig the Monster   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Aaron Blabey 
Pig, the world's greediest pug, is on the rampage for TREATS! TREATS! TREATS! But don't even think about 

being stingy with the goodies, because this candy-fueled glutton has some terrible tricks up his sleeve... 

978-1-338-76401-7 ©2021 9-1/2 x 10 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E AR Lvl 2.7 AR Pts .5 

1 $14.99 

Little People, Big Dreams (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2235664   Rosalind Franklin   (Hardcover (POB)) 

written by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 

Little Rosalind was born in London to a Jewish family who valued education and public service. Having studied 
physics and chemistry at Cambridge University, Rosalind moved to Paris to perfect her life's work in X-ray 

crystallography. She then moved back to King's College London, where she would work on finding the structure of 

DNA with Maurice Wilkins. 
978-0-7112-5957-7 ©2021 7-1/2 x 9-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 572.8 

1 $15.99 

Baby-Sitters Little Sister Graphix (Prebound / Graphic Novel) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2234432   (Vol. 04) Karen's Kittycat Club (Graphic Novel)   (Prebound) 

written by Ann M. Martin 
Karen's best friend Hannie just got an adorable new kitten. Their neighbor Amanda has a cat, too, and Karen has 

grumpy old Boo-Boo. Now that they all have cats, Karen comes up with a great idea. She wants to start a Kittycat 

Club! 
978-1-5364-6893-9 ©2021 6 x 9 144 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 741.5 AR Lvl 2.5 AR Pts 1.0 RC Lvl 3.1 Lexile 530 

1 $22.95 



Individual Titles: French 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2231455   Tu y arriveras (The Magical Yet)   (Paperback (Trade)) 
written by Angela Diterlizzi 

Discover how good you can get! Now introducing... Tu y arriveras... How do you react when you can't do 

something yet? Fear not, the Magical Yet has arrived, and it's here to show you the power of YOU! Get ready to 
see all the wonderful things you can achieve, big and small, with the Magical Yet by your side! This inspiring 

picture book is the perfect tool for parents and educators to motivate and encourage children to persevere in any 

and all of their endeavours. Filled with rich rhymes and charming illustrations, this book pulls readers into the 
world of the Magical Yet - a world where anything is possible if you just put your mind to it. 

978-1-4431-8938-5 ©2021 9-1/2 x 10-1/4 40 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $12.99 

Marcus (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2227210   Marcus Makes a Movie   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Kevin Hart 

Marcus is NOT happy to be stuck in after-school film class...until he realizes he can turn the story of the cartoon 

superhero he's been drawing for years into an actual MOVIE! There's just one problem: he has no idea what he's 
doing. So he'll need help, from his friends, his teachers, Sierra, the strong-willed classmate with creative dreams of 

her own, even Tyrell, the local bully who'd be a perfect movie villain if he weren't too terrifying to talk to. 

978-0-593-17914-7 ©2021 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 224 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.7 AR Pts 5.0 Lexile 480 

1 $16.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2222879   Sharice's Big Voice: A Native Kid Becomes a Congresswoman   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Sharice Davids 
When Sharice Davids was young, she never thought she'd be in Congress. And she never thought she'd be one of 

the first Native American women in Congress. During her campaign, she heard from a lot of doubters. They said 

she couldn't win because of how she looked, who she loved, and where she came from. 
978-0-06-297966-7 ©2021 11 x 9 40 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 328.73 AR Lvl 4.0 AR Pts .5 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2224253   We All Play   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Julie Flett 
Animals and kids love to play! This wonderful bookcelebrates diversity and the interconnectedness of nature 

through an Indigenous perspective, complete with a glossary of Cree words for wild animals at the back of the 

book, and children repeating a Cree phrase throughout the book. Readers will encounter birds who chase and chirp, 
bears who wiggle and wobble, whales who swim and squirt, owls who peek and peep, and a diverse group of kids 

who love to do the same, shouting: 

978-1-77164-607-9 Greystone Books ©2021 8 x 8 40 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E Lexile AD 50 

1 $17.95 

Individual Titles: French 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2226746   Tu Es la Pour Moi (You Hold Me Up)   (Hardcover (POB)) 

written by Monique Gray Smith 

An evocative picture book intended to foster reconciliation among children and encourage them to show each other 
love and support. 

978-1-4598-2665-6 ©2021 8 x 8 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $19.95 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2245506   Give This Book a Cover: Spark Your Imagination with over 100 Activities   (Paperback (Trade)) 
written by Jarrett Lerner 

This collection of fun, open-ended writing and drawing prompts will kick-start creativity and challenge kids to be 

1 $12.99 



imaginative in new ways with every turn of a page. The Finish This Comic section features a variety of scenarios 

and characters inspire kids to write and illustrate a six-panel story. How to Draw instructions encourage kids to 
find their own drawing styles. Drawing and writing prompts and a smorgasbord of other activities add to the fun 

perfect for home, road trips, school, and anywhere! 

978-1-5344-8981-3 ©2021 8-1/4 x 10-3/4 144 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 371 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2275350   O SItio Do Pica-Pau Amarelo (Portugese)   (Paperback (Trade)) 

written by Monteiro Lobato 

This book contains 15 new unique illustrations by artist Rafael Sam. 
978-1-949868-38-8 Underline Publishing LLC ©2021 72 pgs. 

Grades K - 3 Dewey# Fic 

1 $15.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2222826   My Heart Fills with Happiness / Sakaskinew Niteh Miyweyihtamowin Ohci   (Hardcover 

(Trade)) 
written by Monique Gray Smith 

This dual-language book that celebrates happiness and invites children to reflect on the little things in life that 

bring them joy. In English and Plains Cree. 
978-1-4598-3187-2 Orca Book Publishers ©2021 8 x 8 24 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# E 

1 $19.95 

Branches: Press Start! (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2222533   (Vol. 10) Super Rabbit Boy's Team-Up Trouble!   (Prebound) 
written by Thomas Flintham 

King Viking, his robot army, and Miss Business are working together to create a perfect storm of trouble in 

Underland. It's up to Super Rabbit Boy and Mega Mole Girl to team up and save the day. But these two heroes are 
used to flying solo ... Will they be able to save the day? Or will their squabbles spell disaster for Underland? 

978-1-5364-6784-0 ©2021 5-1/4 x 7-1/2 80 pgs. 

Grades K - 3 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 2.8 AR Pts .5 Lexile 530 

1 $14.95 

Blue, Barry and Pancakes (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2218882   (Vol. 01) Blue, Barry and Pancakes   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Dan Abdo 

Blue, Barry, and Pancakes are best friends, but sometimes friends make mistakes. One day, when the gang goes to 

the beach, Barry and Pancakes lose Blue's beloved beach ball. They come up with a plan to get it back, but things 
go way off course. Now, these pals will have to go inside a giant whale's stomach, crash a pool party on an alien 

spaceship, and survive Duckzilla's volcanic birthday bash if they ever hope to see Blue's beach ball again! 

978-1-250-25555-6 ©2021 6 x 8-1/4 96 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 741.5 

1 $12.99 

Little People, Big Dreams (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2223736   Mary Anning   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 

When Mary was little, her family was very poor. She used to help her dad to comb for shells and bones up high on 
dangerous cliffs. After receiving a book as a gift from a kind benefactor, Mary learned all about fossils. She 

continued to hunt for them and made the startling discovery of a complete skeleton of an ichthyosaur. Sadly, she 

wasn't allowed to study along with all the other men, but she carried on making her own discoveries-including 
dinosaur poo!-and advising the Geological Society when they needed help. It took a lifetime to receive recognition 

but we all remember her now as the mother of paleontology. This roar-some book features stylish and quirky 

illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed 
profile of the paleontologist's life. 

978-0-7112-5554-8 ©2021 7-3/4 x 9-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 560 

1 $15.99 



Cookie Chronicles (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2216075   (Vol. 02) Ben Yokoyama and the Cookie of Endless Waiting   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Matthew Swanson 

Ben does his best to heed his fortune cookie's advice, and as a result he is paired with Walter--the kid who's always 

picked last--for a school scavenger hunt. Working with Walter must be a good thing if the cookie said so, but so 
far all he does is talk too loud and recite obscure facts about feet. Meanwhile, Ben has an argument with his best 

friend Janet, and waiting for her to apologize first isn't going so well.... 

978-0-593-30276-7 ©2021 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 304 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.8 AR Pts 3.0 Lexile 540 

1 $12.99 

I Survived Graphic Novels (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2210059   (Vol. 03) I Survived the Nazi Invasion, 1944 (Graphic Novel)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Lauren Tarshis 

It's been years since the Nazis invaded Max Rosen's home country of Poland. All the Jewish people, including 
Max's family, have been forced to live in a ghetto. At least Max and his sister, Zena, had Papa with them ... until 

two months ago, when the Nazis took him away. Now Max and Zena are on their own. 

978-1-338-66638-0 ©2021 6 x 9 160 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# 741.5 AR Lvl 3.3 AR Pts 1.0 RC Lvl 4.5 Lexile 520 

1 $24.99 

Little People, Big Dreams (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2212760   Stevie Wonder   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 
At just 8 years old, it was clear that Steveland Judkins was going to be a star. Renamed Stevie Wonder for his 

astonishing talent on the piano and other instruments, he wrote and performed some of the biggest hits of the 

1970s. 
978-0-7112-5775-7 ©2021 7-1/2 x 9-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 782.421 

1 $15.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2275353   Samba em um Dia de Neve (Samba on a Snow Day)   (Paperback (Trade)) 

written by Paul Yanuziello 
 

978-1-7775708-0-4 PNJ Services ©2021 36 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $13.95 

Little People, Big Dreams (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2201403   Prince   (Hardcover (POB)) 
written by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 

From a young age, Prince was obsessed with music. Even though he couldn't read it, his talent--whether on piano, 

drums, guitar, or vocals--turned him into an icon. Combining funk, disco, soul, and almost every other genre out 
there, his songs are some of the best-loved all around the world. Prince knew that he didn't have to be like anyone 

else to be a star--and there was no one quite like Prince. 

978-0-7112-5439-8 ©2021 7-1/2 x 9-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 780 AR Lvl 5.8 AR Pts .5 

1 $15.99 

Quix: Geeger the Robot (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2199371   Lost and Found: Geeger the Robot   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Jarrett Lerner 

Geeger the Robot gets along great with the class pet, Fudge the Hamster--they both spend a lot of their time eating 
and share a love for mushy bananas. But when Fudge goes missing, some of the kids in Ms. Bork's class think 

Geeger might be to blame! Could Geeger have eaten Fudge?! He certainly wouldn't have done so on purpose. But 

Geeger has been known to eat things by accident before. 

1 $17.99 



978-1-5344-5220-6 ©2021 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 64 pgs. 

Grades K - 3 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.1 AR Pts .5 Lexile 690 

Baby-Sitters Little Sister Graphix (Prebound / Graphic Novel) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2196569   (Vol. 03) Karen's Worst Day (Graphic Novel)   (Prebound) 
written by Ann M. Martin 

Karen is having a terrible day. Her favorite jeans are missing, there's no prize in the Crunch-O cereal box, and 

Boo-Boo the cat won't play with her. She even gets punished and sent to her room! Karen tries everything to make 
her day better, but nothing is going right and her bad luck just won't go away. Will this be the worst day ever? 

978-1-5364-6666-9 ©2020 6 x 9 144 pgs. 

Grades 2 - 4 Dewey# 741.5 AR Lvl 2.3 AR Pts 1.0 Lexile 490 

1 $22.95 

Who Would Win? (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2196574   Walrus vs. Elephant Seal   (Prebound) 
written by Jerry Pallotta 

This nonfiction reader compares and contrasts two ferocious animals. Readers will learn about each animal's 

anatomy, behavior, and more. Then compare and contrast the battling pair before finally discovering the winner! 
978-1-5364-6668-3 ©2020 6 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 599.79 AR Lvl 4.4 AR Pts .5 Lexile 570 

1 $13.95 

Cat Kid Comic Club (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2195416   (Vol. 01) Cat Kid Comic Club   (Library Binding (Trade)) 
written by Dav Pilkey 

Welcome to the Cat Kid Comic Club, where Li'l Petey (LP), Flippy, and Molly introduce twenty-one 

rambunctious, funny, and talented baby frogs to the art of comic making. As the story unwinds with mishaps and 
hilarity, readers get to see the progress, mistakes, and improvements that come with practice and persistence. 

978-1-338-71277-3 ©2020 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 176 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 741.5 AR Lvl 2.9 AR Pts 1.0 Lexile GN 520 

1 $24.99 

Pig the Pug (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2182798   Pig the Slob   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Aaron Blabey 

Pig, the world's greediest pug, is back -- and he won't get off the couch! Pig spends all day, every day lounging 

around, binging snacks and TV. Trevor tries to convince him to come out and play, but Pig won't budge! Until one 
day, something happens to get Pig up off the couch once and for all ... 

978-1-338-71371-8 ©2020 10 x 9-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E AR Lvl 2.7 AR Pts .5 

1 $14.99 

Little People, Big Dreams (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2180093   Steve Jobs   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 

Steve Jobs grew up surrounded by inventors, in sunny Silicon Valley, California. He and his friend Stephen 

Wozniak channeled their love of computers into their own inventions, building a successful company from Steve's 
garage. Steve thought that computers were the future, and his big ideas would transform the world and the way 

people use technology. 

978-0-7112-4577-8 ©2020 7-1/2 x 9-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 338.7 AR Lvl 5.1 AR Pts .5 

1 $15.99 

Individual Titles: Spanish 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2178397   Gracias, Omu! (Thank You, Omu!)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Oge Mora 

Everyone in the neighborhood dreams of a taste of Omu's delicious stew! One by one, they follow their noses 
toward the scrumptious scent. And one by one, Omu offers a portion of her meal. Soon the pot is empty. Has she 

1 $18.99 



been so generous that she has nothing left for herself? 

978-0-316-54166-4 ©2020 40 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

Worst (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2177710   Unicorns Are the Worst!   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Alex Willan 

It's an undeniable fact that unicorns are the worst! Magic is serious business, but all unicorns do is frolic around, 
have tea parties, and leave glitter all over the place! They're nothing like goblins--practical and hard-working, who 

can put magic to good use! Unicorns aren't helpful at all. Or are they? 

978-1-5344-5383-8 ©2020 8-1/2 x 11 40 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E AR Lvl 2.8 AR Pts .5 Lexile 480 

1 $17.99 

She Persisted Picture Books (Spanish / Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2212882   Ella Persistio en el Deporte: Americanas Olimpicas Que Revolucionaron el Juego (She Persisted 

in Sports: American Olympians Who Changed the Game)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Chelsea Clinton 
A book for everyone who has ever aimed for a goal and been told it wasn't theirs to hit, for everyone who has ever 

raced for a finish line that seemed all too far away, and for everyone who has ever felt small or unimportant while 

out on the field. 
978-0-593-20478-8 ©2020 9-1/4 x 11 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 3 Dewey# 796 

1 $17.99 

Front Desk (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2170467   (Vol. 02) Three Keys   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Kelly Yang 

Mia Tang thinks she's going to have the best year ever. She and her parents are the proud owners of the Calivista 

Motel, Mia gets to run the front desk with her best friend, Lupe, and she's finally getting somewhere with her 
writing! 

978-1-338-59138-5 ©2020 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 288 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.8 AR Pts 9.0 

1 $17.99 

Who Would Win? (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2178071   Alligator vs. Python   (Prebound) 
written by Jerry Pallotta 

This nonfiction reader compares and contrasts two ferocious reptiles. Readers will learn about each animal's 

anatomy, behavior, and more. Then compare and contrast the battling pair before finally discovering the winner! 
978-1-5364-6515-0 ©2020 6 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 597.3 AR Lvl 4.1 AR Pts .5 RC Lvl 3.8 Lexile 660 

1 $13.95 

Who Would Win? (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2178183   Falcon vs. Hawk   (Prebound) 

written by Jerry Pallotta 
This nonfiction Reader compares and contrasts two ferocious birds. Readers will learn about each animal's 

anatomy, behavior, and more. Then compare and contrast the battling pair before finally discovering the winner! 

978-1-5364-6527-3 ©2020 6 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 598.9 AR Lvl 4.2 AR Pts .5 Lexile 740 

1 $13.95 

Who Would Win? (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2178167   Hyena vs. Honey Badger   (Prebound) 

written by Jerry Pallotta 

This nonfiction reader compares and contrasts two ferocious animals. Readers will learn about each animal's 
anatomy, behavior, and more. Then compare and contrast the battling pair before finally discovering the winner! 

1 $13.95 



This nonfiction series is full of facts, photos, and realistic illustrations, and it includes a range of mammals, sea 

creatures, insects, and dinosaurs to satisfy all kinds of animal fans. 
978-1-5364-6521-1 ©2020 6 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 599.7 AR Lvl 4.1 AR Pts .5 Lexile 690 

Little People, Big Dreams (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2177896   Pele   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 
With a sock full of rags for a ball, Pele honed his skills in a poor neighborhood in Brazil. He believed that, one 

day, he would lead his country to World Cup victory--and he was right! With Pele and his super skills on the team, 

Brazil lifted the trophy three times. Today, he is widely regarded as the greatest soccer player who ever lived--and 
a hero off the pitch, too, using his voice to help the people who need it most. 

978-0-7112-4573-0 ©2020 7-1/2 x 9-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 796.334 

1 $15.99 

Branches: Press Start! (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2178197   (Vol. 09) Super Rabbit Boy's Time Jump!   (Prebound) 
written by Thomas Flintham 

King Viking has built a Super Mega Robot Time Machine! Now he has gone back in time to team up with his 

younger self, Prince Viking. Together, they want to stop Baby Rabbit Boy from ever finding the magical carrot 
power-up that turned him into Super Rabbit Boy. Super Rabbit Boy must go on a quest through time to stop King 

Viking from stealing his powers! Will he be on time to save the day? 

978-1-5364-6532-7 ©2020 5-1/4 x 7-1/2 80 pgs. 

Grades K - 3 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 2.8 AR Pts .5 Lexile 530 

1 $14.95 

Who Would Win? (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2178085   Triceratops vs. Spinosaurus   (Prebound) 

written by Jerry Pallotta 
This nonfiction reader compares and contrasts two ferocious dinosaurs. Readers will learn about each animal's 

anatomy, behavior, and more. Then compare and contrast the battling pair before finally discovering the winner! 

This nonfiction series is full of facts, photos, and realistic illustrations, and it includes a range of mammals, sea 
creatures, insects, and dinosaurs to satisfy all kinds of animal fans. 

978-1-5364-6518-1 ©2020 6 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 567.912 AR Lvl 4.2 AR Pts .5 RC Lvl 4.3 Lexile 700 

1 $13.95 

Who Would Win? (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2178163   Ultimate Bug Rumble   (Prebound) 
written by Jerry Pallotta 

This nonfiction series is full of facts, photos, and realistic illustrations, and it includes a range of mammals, sea 

creatures, insects, and dinosaurs to satisfy all kinds of animal fans. 
978-1-5364-6519-8 ©2020 6 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 591.5 AR Lvl 3.9 AR Pts .5 Lexile 640 

1 $13.95 

Who Would Win? (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2178165   Ultimate Jungle Rumble   (Prebound) 

written by Jerry Pallotta 
This nonfiction series is full of facts, photos, and realistic illustrations, and it includes a range of mammals, sea 

creatures, insects, and dinosaurs to satisfy all kinds of animal fans. 

978-1-5364-6520-4 ©2020 6 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 591.734 AR Lvl 3.9 AR Pts .5 Lexile 640 

1 $13.95 

Who Would Win? (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price 



 
#2178081   Ultimate Ocean Rumble   (Prebound) 

written by Jerry Pallotta 
This nonfiction Reader compares and contrasts 16 ferocious ocean creatures. Readers will learn about each 

animal's anatomy, behavior, and more. Then compare and contrast the battling animals before finally discovering 

the winner! 
978-1-5364-6517-4 ©2020 6 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 591.77 AR Lvl 4.0 AR Pts .5 Lexile 680 

1 $13.95 

Who Would Win? (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2178187   Ultimate Shark Rumble   (Prebound) 

written by Jerry Pallotta 
his nonfiction Reader compares and contrasts 16 ferocious sharks. Readers will learn about each animal's anatomy, 

behavior, and more. Then compare and contrast the battling animals before finally discovering the winner! This 

nonfiction series is full of facts, photos, and realistic illustrations, and it includes a range of mammals, sea 

creatures, insects, and dinosaurs to satisfy all kinds of animal fans. 

978-1-5364-6528-0 ©2020 6 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 597.3 AR Lvl 4.1 AR Pts .5 Lexile 680 

1 $13.95 

Who Would Win? (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2178044   Wolverine vs. Tasmanian Devil   (Prebound) 
written by Jerry Pallotta 

This nonfiction reader compares and contrasts two ferocious mammals. Readers will learn about each animal's 

anatomy, behavior, and more. Then compare and contrast the battling animals before finally discovering the 
winner! 

978-1-5364-6512-9 ©2020 6 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 599.27 AR Lvl 4.0 AR Pts .5 RC Lvl 4.4 Lexile 710 

1 $13.95 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2178054   Your Place in the Universe   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Jason Chin 

With crisp illustration and intriguing science, Your Place in the Universe introduces readers to the mind-boggling 
scale of the known Universe. 

978-0-8234-4623-0 ©2020 10 x 10 40 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 530.8 AR Lvl 5.7 AR Pts .5 

1 $18.99 

Quix: Geeger the Robot (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2168288   Geeger the Robot Goes to School   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Jarrett Lerner 

Geeger the Robot is going to school. But not robot school, a school with kids, the human kind! Geeger isn't used to 

human ways, and his zany misunderstandings and overly literal responses to instructions lead to quite a few 
mishaps. He's starting to wonder if he can even make it until snack time! Will a bot made of wires, nuts, and bolts 

fit in with a classroom of kids? 

978-1-5344-5217-6 ©2020 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 80 pgs. 

Grades K - 3 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.6 AR Pts .5 Lexile 630 

1 $17.99 

Little People, Big Dreams (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2167732   Aretha Franklin   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 

Discover the life of Aretha Franklin, "The Queen of Soul." 
978-0-7112-4686-7 ©2020 7-3/4 x 9-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 780 

1 $15.99 

Fly!: Video Game Heroes (ABDO Zoom) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price 



 
#2174729   Ash and Pikachu: Pokemon Heroes   (Library Binding) 

written by Kenny Abdo 
This title focuses on video game heroes Ash and Pikachu! It breaks down the origin of their characters, explores 

the Pokemon franchise, and their legacy. This hi-lo title is complete with thrilling and colorful photographs, simple 

text, glossary, and an index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Fly! is an 
imprint of Abdo Zoom, a division of ABDO. 

978-1-0982-2143-0 ©2021 6-1/2 x 9-1/4 24 pgs. 

Grades 5 - 8 Dewey# 794.8 AR Lvl 3.5 AR Pts .5 Lexile 820 

1 $21.95 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2160744   Gustavo, the Shy Ghost   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Flavia Drago 

This winning debut picture book from Mexican artist Flavia Z. Drago about finding the courage to make friends is 

perfect for the spooky season -- or anytime. 

978-1-5362-1114-6 Candlewick Press ©2020 9-1/2 x 11-13/16 40 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# E AR Lvl 2.5 AR Pts .5 

1 $17.99 

Baby-Sitters Little Sister Graphix (Prebound / Graphic Novel) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2167517   (Vol. 02) Karen's Roller Skates (Graphic Novel)   (Prebound) 

written by Ann M. Martin 
It's going to be a great weekend! Karen has new roller skates and is a very good skater. She's looking forward to 

trying some new tricks. But, oh no! Karen falls down and has to go to the hospital. Her wrist is broken! Karen is 

determined to get everyone she knows -- plus someone famous -- to sign her cast. 
978-1-5364-6393-4 ©2020 6 x 9 128 pgs. 

Grades 2 - 4 Dewey# 741.5 AR Lvl 2.4 AR Pts 1.0 RC Lvl 3.1 Lexile 490 

1 $22.95 

I Survived Graphic Novels (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2162626   (Vol. 02) I Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916 (Graphic Novel)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Lauren Tarshis 

Chet Roscow has a job with his uncle Jerry at the local diner, three great friends, and the perfect summertime 

destination: Matawan Creek. But Chet's summer is interrupted by shocking news that a great white shark has been 
attacking swimmers along the Jersey shore, not far from Elm Hills. So when Chet sees something in the creek, he 

comes face-to-face with a bloodthirsty shark! 

978-1-338-12095-0 ©2020 6 x 9 160 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# 741.5 AR Lvl 3.3 AR Pts 1.0 

1 $24.99 

Little People, Big Dreams (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2163088   Jean-Michel Basquiat   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 

Discover the life of Jean-Michel Basquiat, the graffiti street art movement pioneer. 
978-0-7112-4580-8 ©2020 7-3/4 x 9-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 709 

1 $15.99 

Little People, Big Dreams (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2163089   Jesse Owens   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 
Discover the life of Jesse Owens, the great track and field star. 

978-0-7112-4583-9 ©2020 7-3/4 x 9-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 796.42 

1 $15.99 

Little People, Big Dreams (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2160648   Billie Jean King   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 

1 $15.99 



Billie Jean began playing tennis at the age of 11. After one of her first tennis lessons, she told her mother, "I'm 

going to be No. 1 in the world," a title she would come to hold five times between 1966 and 1972. Twenty years 
later, she is still today considered one of the most successful women in sports history. 

978-0-7112-4693-5 ©2020 7-3/4 x 9-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 796 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2158862   Magical Yet   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Angela DiTerlizzi 

Each of us, from the day we're born, is accompanied by a special companion the Yet. Can't tie your shoes? Yet! 

Can't ride a bike? Yet! Can't play the bassoon? Don't worry, Yet is there to help you out. 
978-1-368-02562-1 Hyperion Books ©2020 40 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E AR Lvl 3.2 AR Pts .5 

1 $17.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2155366   Hike   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Pete Oswald 
Take to the trails for a celebration of nature -- and a day spent with dad. (Nearly Wordless) 

978-1-5362-0157-4 Candlewick Press ©2020 8-1/4 x 11-1/4 40 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $18.99 

Little People, Big Dreams (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2157388   Astrid Lindgren   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 

Little Astrid grew up on an old farm in Sweden. Her childhood was very happy, so happy that she never wanted to 
grow up. When she was four, her friend Edit read Astrid her first story. Suddenly, the entire place was filled with 

giants, witches, and fairies. They all came out from a magic object call a book. Astrid did her best to learn how to 

read, and once she started, she couldn't stop! Soon, there were no books left to borrow from the library and her 
friends. Learn how Astrid turned her love of books and telling stories into a career as a world-renowned author. 

978-0-7112-5217-2 ©2020 7-3/4 x 9-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 305 AR Lvl 4.6 AR Pts .5 

1 $15.99 

Little People, Big Dreams (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2157389   Evonne Goolagong   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 

Evonne grew up on a hot, dusty farm in Australia. She was the third of eight children, and descendant of the 

Wirundjuri people, who have lived on the land for more than 60,000 years. Her talent for tennis was discovered at 
a local tennis club, and before she knew it, the girl dreaming about the place called "Wimbledon" was playing on 

center court. 

978-0-7112-4586-0 ©2020 7-3/4 x 9-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 796 

1 $15.99 

Story Pirates Present (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2151202   (Vol. 03) Quest for the Crystal Crown   (Hardcover (POB)) 

written by Annabeth Bondor-Stone 

An enchanted arrow pierces the wall of Hillview--the city is under attack! Years ago, a powerful crystal crown was 
stolen from a group of magic wielders called Lysors. Lacking the crown's protection, the Lysors hid themselves 

behind the city walls, shut off from the rest of the world. But with danger upon them once more, can Laura, a 

spunky girl with a knack for adventure, journey outside Hillview...and reclaim the crystal crown? 
978-0-593-12063-7 ©2020 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 288 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 6 Dewey# Fic Lexile 660 

1 $13.99 

I Survived Graphic Novels (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price 



 
#2152167   (Vol. 01) I Survived the Sinking of the Titanic, 1912 (Graphic Novel)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Lauren Tarshis 
Ten-year-old George Calder can't wait to explore every inch of the Titanic, even if his little sister, Phoebe, has to 

tag along. But when George sneaks away without her and ventures into the first class baggage room, a terrible 

boom shakes the entire boat. Suddenly, water is everywhere, and George's life changes forever... 
978-1-338-12092-9 ©2020 6 x 9 160 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# 741.5 AR Lvl 2.7 AR Pts 1.0 Lexile GN 390 

1 $24.99 

Pig the Pug (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2155615   Pig the Tourist   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Aaron Blabey 
Everywhere he goes around the globe, Pig the Pug offends the locals and causes destruction and devastation. 

However, in the end, Pig's rudeness comes back to bite him... 

978-1-338-59339-6 ©2020 9-1/2 x 10 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E AR Lvl 2.8 AR Pts .5 

1 $14.99 

Little People, Big Dreams (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2153423   Martin Luther King, Jr. (New Edition)   (Hardcover (POB)) 

written by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 

Little Martin grew up in a family of preachers: his dad was a preacher, his uncle was a preacher, his grandfather 
was a preacher...so maybe he'd become a great preacher too. One day, a friend invited him to play at his house. 

Martin was shocked when his mother wouldn't let him in because he was black. That day he realized there was 

something terribly unfair going on. Martin believed that no one should remain silent and accept something if it's 
wrong. 

978-0-7112-4567-9 ©2020 7-3/4 x 9-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 323.092 AR Lvl 5.2 AR Pts .5 

1 $15.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2144775   Oldest Student: How Mary Walker Learned to Read   (Library Binding (Trade)) 

written by Rita Lorraine Hubbard 

In 1848, Mary Walker was born into slavery. At age 15, she was freed, and by age 20, she was married and had her 
first child. By age 68, she had worked numerous jobs, including cooking, cleaning, babysitting, and selling 

sandwiches to raise money for her church. At 114, she was the last remaining member of her family. And at 116, 

she learned to read. 
978-1-5247-6829-4 ©2020 9 x 11 40 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 306.3 AR Lvl 4.6 AR Pts .5 Lexile AD 830 

1 $20.99 

Baby-Sitters Little Sister Graphix (Prebound / Graphic Novel) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2133599   (Vol. 01) Karen's Witch (Graphic Novel)   (Prebound) 

written by Ann M. Martin 
Karen Brewer lives next door to Mrs. Porter, who wears long robes and has wild gray hair. Mrs. Porter has a black 

cat named Midnight and always seems to be working in her garden. Karen isn't supposed to spy on her neighbor, 

but she's determined to prove that Mrs. Porter is a witch named Morbidda Destiny! 
978-1-5364-6056-8 ©2019 6 x 9 144 pgs. 

Grades 2 - 4 Dewey# 741.5 AR Lvl 2.3 AR Pts 1.0 RC Lvl 3.1 Lexile 500 

1 $22.95 

Thelma the Unicorn (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2131519   Return of Thelma the Unicorn   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Aaron Blabey 
The world misses its favorite unicorn, but Thelma is reluctant to don her horn and sparkles again. However, with 

the support of her best friend Otis, she realizes the importance of spreading love and joy -- no matter what people 

think. 
978-1-338-60889-2 ©2019 9-1/2 x 9-3/4 36 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E AR Lvl 2.4 AR Pts .5 Lexile AD 550 

1 $14.99 



Branches: Press Start! (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2133596   (Vol. 08) Super Rabbit All-Stars!   (Prebound) 
written by Thomas Flintham 

It's the All-Star Games Tournament! Heroes and villains far and wide have come to play. Hero Super Rabbit Boy 

wants to be the top player, but with old enemies, new friends, and lots of games to play, it won't be easy. Which 
all-star will be the winner? 

978-1-5364-6053-7 ©2019 5-1/4 x 7-1/2 80 pgs. 

Grades K - 3 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 2.6 AR Pts .5 Lexile 530 

1 $14.95 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2308299   Jogadores de Boliche Polar: Uma Historia sem Palavras (Polar Bear Bowler: A Story Without 

Words)   (Paperback (Trade)) 

written by Karl Beckstrand 

The adventures of a polar bear who hitches a ride to Antarctica. He's never seen penguins before; to him they look 
like something fun to play with. You make up the story. (Wordless) 

978-1-5032-2725-5 Premio Publishing & Gozo Books ©2015 8 x 10 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $15.55 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2308301   Polar Bear Bowler: A Story Without Words (Russian Edition)   (Paperback (Trade)) 
written by Karl Beckstrand 

The adventures of a polar bear who hitches a ride to Antarctica. He's never seen penguins before; to him they look 
like something fun to play with. You make up the story. (Wordless) 

978-1-5032-4859-5 Premio Publishing & Gozo Books ©2015 8 x 10 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $15.55 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2308306   Polar Bear Bowler: A Story Without Words (Ukrainian Edition)   (Paperback (Trade)) 
written by Karl Beckstrand 

The adventures of a polar bear who hitches a ride to Antarctica. He's never seen penguins before; to him they look 

like something fun to play with. You make up the story. (Wordless) 
978-1-5032-4888-5 Premio Publishing & Gozo Books ©2015 8 x 10 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $15.55 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2111404   Fry Bread: A Native American Family Story   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Kevin Noble Maillard 
Told in lively and powerful verse by debut author Kevin Noble Maillard, Fry Bread is an evocative depiction of a 

modern Native American family, vibrantly illustrated by Pura Belpre Award winner and Caldecott Honoree Juana 

Martinez-Neal. 
978-1-62672-746-5 Roaring Brook Press ©2019 9-3/4 x 9-3/4 48 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $18.99 

Proudest Blue (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2104945   Proudest Blue: A Story of Hijab and Family   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Ibtihaj Muhammad 
With her new backpack and light-up shoes, Faizah knows the first day of school is going to be special. It's the start 

of a brand new year and, best of all, it's her older sister Asiya's first day of hijab--a hijab of beautiful blue fabric, 

like the ocean waving to the sky. But not everyone sees hijab as beautiful, and in the face of hurtful, confusing 
words, Faizah will find new ways to be strong. 

978-0-316-51900-7 ©2019 10-1/4 x 10-1/4 40 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# E AR Lvl 2.3 AR Pts .5 Lexile 500 

1 $17.99 



Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2122112   Saturday   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Oge Mora 

A mother and daughter look forward to their special Saturday routine together every single week. But this 

Saturday, one thing after another goes wrong--ruining storytime, salon time, picnic time, and the puppet show 
they'd been looking forward to going to all week. Mom is nearing a meltdown ... until her loving daughter reminds 

her that being together is the most important thing of all. 

978-0-316-43127-9 Little, Brown Books for Young Readers ©2019 10-1/4 x 10-1/4 40 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E AR Lvl 2.4 AR Pts .5 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2121671   Breathing Makes It Better: A Book for Sad Days, Mad Days, Glad Days, and All the Feelings In-

Between   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Christopher Willard 
Breathing Makes It Better guides children to breathe through their feelings and find calm with recurring cues to 

stop and take a breath. Simple guided practices, like imagining you are a tree blowing in the wind, follow each 

story to teach children how to apply mindfulness techniques when they need them the most. 
978-1-61180-469-0 ©2019 9 x 9 36 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# 155.4 Lexile 660 

1 $16.95 

Crossover (Spanish / Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2107321   Crossover (Spanish Edition)   (Hardcover (POB)) 
written by Kwame Alexander 

Fourteen-year-old twin basketball stars Josh and Jordan wrestle with highs and lows on and off the court as their 

father ignores his declining health. 
978-0-358-06472-5 ©2019 5 x 7-1/2 240 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 7 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.8 AR Pts 2.0 

1 $14.99 

Bigfoot Books: Our Favorite Brands (Kaleidoscope Inc.) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2138529   Pokemon   (Library Binding) 

written by Martha London 
This title introduces readers to Pokemon, covering its history, franchises and products, and worldwide impact. The 

title features engaging infographics, informative sidebars, vivid photos, and a glossary. 

978-1-64519-020-2 ©2020 6-1/2 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades 2 - 5 Dewey# 794.8 AR Lvl 3.3 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl L 

1 $21.95 

Little People, Big Dreams (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2106717   Rudolf Nureyev   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 

Rudolf fell in love with dance at an early age. He had fire in his bones and an incredible talent. But his family were 
poor, and Rudolf was only accepted into ballet school at a very late age. There, he had to make up for lost time and 

hone his skill to compete with the other dances. This work ethic transformed him into a dazzling professional 

dancer, thrilling audiences with sensational performances and star power. 
978-1-78603-791-6 ©2019 9-1/2 x 7-3/4 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 305 

1 $14.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2103031   Jasper and Ollie   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Alex Willan 
Best friends Jasper and Ollie decide to go to the pool. On your mark, get set... WAIT! As Jasper races ahead-

crashing into the mailman, speeding past the ice cream truck-Ollie takes his sweet time, pausing to admire a 

butterfly, smell a daisy, and help the mailman pick up his letters! 

1 $17.99 



978-0-525-64521-4 Doubleday Publishing ©2019 9 x 11 40 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E AR Lvl 1.2 AR Pts .5 Lexile 360 

Branches: Press Start! (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2104141   (Vol. 07) Robo-Rabbit Boy, Go!   (Prebound) 
written by Thomas Flintham 

Uh-oh, Super Rabbit Boy is in big trouble. He's been kidnapped by Queen Spooky and her ghost troop! Without 

Super Rabbit Boy, Animal Town is scared. So meanie King Viking creates Robo-Rabbit Boy to help. 
978-1-5364-5571-7 ©2019 5-1/4 x 7-1/2 76 pgs. 

Grades K - 3 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 2.3 AR Pts .5 RC Lvl 2.5 Lexile 450 

1 $14.95 

Pig the Pug (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2100712   Pig the Stinker   (Hardcover (POB)) 

written by Aaron Blabey 
Pig the Pug STINKS! Pig likes to be smelly, so he rolls around in the garbage, laps up spoiled milk, tracks dirty 

paw prints all over the house, and even sticks his head in the toilet! But enough is enough! Pig's owner tries to get 

him to take a bath, but Pig refuses! 
978-1-338-33754-9 ©2019 9-1/2 x 10 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E AR Lvl 2.5 AR Pts .5 RC Lvl 2.4 

1 $14.99 

Individual Titles: Spanish 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2104682   Primera Regla Del Punk (The First Rule of Punk)   (Paperback (Trade)) 
written by Celia C. Perez 

There are no shortcuts to surviving your first day at a new school--you can't fix it with duct tape like you would 

your Chuck Taylors. On Day One, twelve-year-old Malu inadvertently upsets Posada Middle's queen bee, violates 
the school's dress code with her punk rock look, and disappoints her college-professor mom in the process. 

978-0-525-56716-5 ©2019 5-1/4 x 8 400 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.8 AR Pts 6.0 

1 $8.99 

Questioneers (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2100861   (Vol. 02) Ada Twist and the Perilous Pants   (Hardcover (POB)) 
written by Andrea Beaty 

When Rosie Revere's Uncle Ned gets a little carried away wearing his famous helium pants, it's up to Ada and 

friends to chase him down. As Uncle Ned floats farther and farther away, Ada starts asking lots of questions: How 
high can a balloon float? Is it possible for Uncle Ned to float into outer space? And what's the best plan for getting 

him down? 

978-1-4197-3422-9 ©2019 5-1/2 x 8 140 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.0 AR Pts 1.0 Lexile 560 

1 $12.99 

Arbordale Portugese (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2105071   ABC Safari (Portuguese)   (Paperback (Trade)) 

written by Karen Lee 

Rhymed text introduces familiar and exotic animals in different habitats, biomes, and geographic regions. 
978-1-64351-397-3 ©2019 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 590 

1 $11.95 

Arbordale Portugese (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2105077   After A While Crocodile: Alexa's Diary (Portugese)   (Paperback (Trade)) 

written by Brandy Barr 
Alexa and the other children at her escuela in Costa Rica have a special project: they are raising American 

Crocodiles. She names her croc Jefe, which means "boss," because he seems to be in charge of all the other babies. 

Alexa brings him chicken and frogs to eat, and writes about his progress in her diary. Soon, her little hatchling is as 
big as a loaf of bread. He has grown into a juvenile and it is time for Alexa to say goodbye and for Jefe to return to 

1 $11.95 



the wild. 

978-1-64351-401-7 ©2019 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# E 

Arbordale Portugese (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2105076   Animal Partners (Portugese)   (Paperback (Trade)) 

written by Scotti Cohn 

From the crocodile's dentist," to the "mongoose spa," Animal Partners takes a whimsical look at symbiotic 
relationships of animals large and small. Although many animals live in groups of the same kind, here you will 

learn how some animals form unique partnerships with different species. After all, don't we all need a little help 

from our friends? 
978-1-64351-405-5 ©2019 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 577.85 

1 $11.95 

Arbordale Portugese (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2105073   Big Cat, Little Kitty (Portugese)   (Paperback (Trade)) 

written by Scotti Cohn 
Children learn the days of the week as they travel to seven different world habitats to meet the big cats, and then 

back home to compare and contrast the domestic cat's behavior to that of its relative. 

978-1-64351-409-3 ©2019 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 599.75 

1 $11.95 

Arbordale Portugese (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2105075   Daisylocks (Portugese)   (Paperback (Trade)) 

written by Marianne Berkes 
Daisylocks needs a home that is just right. She asks Wind to help her find the perfect habitat to spread her roots, 

and he accepts the challenge. Wind blows Daisylocks to the plain, the mountain and the wetland. She objects to 

each place one by one too cold, too hard, too wet. Daisylocks is not ready to give up. 
978-1-64351-425-3 ©2019 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# E 

1 $11.95 

Story Pirates Present (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2087487   (Vol. 02) Digging Up Danger   (Hardcover (POB)) 

written by Jacqueline West 
Eliza loves hunting ghosts -- too bad she's spending the summer helping her scientist mother study weird plants 

instead. But when a mysterious plant goes missing, things go from strange to downright spooky. Eliza is convinced 

something--or someone--is haunting the plant shop. 
978-1-63565-091-4 ©2019 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 288 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.6 AR Pts 5.0 Lexile 640 

1 $13.99 

Arbordale Portugese (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2105070   Living Things and Nonliving Things (Portuguese)   (Paperback (Trade)) 

written by Kevin Kurtz 
Using a wide variety of stunning photographs, author Kevin Kurtz poses thought-provoking questions to help 

readers determine if things are living or nonliving. For example, if most (but not all) living things can move, can 

any nonliving things move? As part of the Compare and Contrast series, this is a unique look at determining 
whether something is living or nonliving. 

978-1-64351-417-8 ©2019 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 570 

1 $11.95 

Arbordale Portugese (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2105074   Most Dangerous (Portugese)   (Paperback (Trade)) 
written by Terri Fields 

1 $11.95 



Dangerous animals from all over the world gather for the Most Dangerous Animal of All Contest. Snakes, spiders, 

sharks...who will the winner be? Deadly poison, huge teeth, razor-sharp horns, and fearsome feet are just a few of 
the ways that animals kill. Predators mean to kill. Prey simply defend themselves. And yet, the unexpected "Most 

Deadly Animal" doesn't mean any harm! 

978-1-64351-413-0 ©2019 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 591.6 

Arbordale Portugese (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2105072   Rainforest Grew All Around (Portugese)   (Paperback (Trade)) 

written by Susan K. Mitchell 

This book describes the variety of creatures lurking in the lush Amazon rain forest in this adaptation of the song 
"The Green Grass Grew All Around." 

978-1-64351-327-0 ©2019 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 578.734 

1 $11.95 

Branches: Press Start! (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2086960   (Vol. 06) Super Side-Quest Test!   (Prebound) 
written by Thomas Flintham 

King Viking has a new giant robot to help him take over the Animal Town. Super Rabbit Boy must stop him, but 

he needs a secret item. And to get the item, he has to defeat a dragon, escape a dungeon, and avoid lots and lots of 
robots. Can Super Rabbit Boy finish all these quests in time to save Animal Town? 

978-1-5364-5116-0 ©2018 5-1/4 x 7-1/2 78 pgs. 

Grades K - 3 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 2.5 AR Pts .5 RC Lvl 2.8 Lexile 510 

1 $14.95 

Individual Titles: Nonfiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2071210   We Are Grateful: Otsaliheliga   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Traci Sorell 

The Cherokee community is grateful for blessings and challenges that each season brings. This is modern Native 
American life as told by an enrolled citizen of the Cherokee Nation. 

978-1-58089-772-3 ©2018 9-1/2 x 10-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# 975.004 AR Lvl 3.0 AR Pts .5 Lexile NC 970 

1 $17.99 

Pig the Pug (Spanish / Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2067626   Chancho el Pug (Pig the Pug)   (Paperback (Trade)) 
written by Aaron Blabey 

Pig is a greedy and selfish Pug. He has all the bouncy balls, bones, and chew toys a dog could ever want yet he 

refuses to share with his poor friend, Trevor. Little does he know, however, that being greedy has its consquences. 
Join Pig as he learns to share - the hard way! 

978-1-338-29953-3 ©2018 9-1/2 x 10 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E AR Lvl 1.3 AR Pts .5 Lexile AD 500 

1 $4.99 

Pig the Pug (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2067681   Pig the Fibber   (Hardcover (POB)) 
written by Aaron Blabey 

Pig the Pug tells lies to get what he wants and get Trevor the sausage dog in trouble. When Pig hatches a plan to 

get at the hidden treats in the back of the closet, his lies get Trevor thrown out of the house. Finally he's all alone 
with those treats. What he didn't expect was the bowling ball. 

978-1-338-29176-6 ©2018 9-1/2 x 10 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E AR Lvl 2.0 AR Pts .5 RC Lvl 2.8 Lexile 510 

1 $14.99 

Branches: Press Start! (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2066876   (Vol. 05) Super Rabbit Boy Blasts Off!   (Prebound) 
written by Thomas Flintham 

1 $14.95 



Help! Meanie King Viking is causing trouble out in space! Super Rabbit Boy knows he can stop him. But can he 

fly a wobbly Level 1 rocketship, stop an army of space robots, and find King Viking? 
978-1-5364-4327-1 ©2018 5-1/4 x 7-1/2 80 pgs. 

Grades K - 3 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 2.6 AR Pts .5 RC Lvl 2.8 Lexile 510 

Pictureback Favorites (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2065858   Pokemon Storybook Treasury   (Hardcover (POB)) 

written by 
This hardcover collection of four Pokemon books introduces readers to Pokemon of all shapes and sizes, from 

Kanto to Alola, from Fire-type to Ice-type--and more! 

978-1-5247-7259-8 ©2018 8 x 8 96 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $9.99 

Front Desk (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2062222   (Vol. 01) Front Desk   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Kelly Yang 

Mia Tang has a lot of secrets. Number 1: She lives in a motel, not a big house. Number 2: Her parents hide 
immigrants. Number 3: She wants to be a writer. It will take all of Mia's courage, kindness, and hard work to get 

through this year. 

978-1-338-15779-6 ©2018 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 304 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.5 AR Pts 9.0 Lexile 640 

1 $16.99 

Individual Titles: Bilingual 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2071140   Bowwow Powwow (English and Ojibwa)   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Brenda J. Child 
The best days of summer end at the powwow, but Windy Girl takes the revelry of the gathering one step farther, 

into a dreamworld where the dancers and singers are dogs. 

978-1-68134-077-7 ©2018 10-1/2 x 10-3/4 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E AR Lvl 3.6 AR Pts .5 

1 $17.95 

Language Learning (Playaway Launchpad) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2066392   Little Pim Russian, Vol. 1   (Playaway Launchpad) 

 

See the amusing ways Little Pim and children play together, while learning Russian words. This program explores 
the wonders of play, from blocks to boats to stuffed animals having tea parties, to dress up, and introduces more 

than 60 new Russian words and phrases. 

978-1-5094-7853-8 ©2018 0 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# 491 

1 $99.99 

Roald Dahl (Spanish/Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2064574   Matilda (Spanish)   (Paperback (Trade)) 

written by Roald Dahl 

Matilda is a sweet, exceptional young girl, but her parents think she's just a nuisance. She expects school to be 
different but there she has to face Miss Trunchbull, a kid-hating terror of a headmistress. When Matilda is attacked 

by the Trunchbull she suddenly discovers she has a remarkable power with which to fight back. It'll take a 

superhuman genius to give Miss Trunchbull what she deserves and Matilda may be just the one to do it! 
978-1-947783-36-2 ©2018 6 x 9 248 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 6 Dewey# Fic 

1 $12.95 

Pig the Pug (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2066332   Pig the Star   (Hardcover (POB)) 

written by Aaron Blabey 
The world's most self-centered pug wants to be the star of a fun photo shoot. He pushes his good friend, Trevor, 

1 $14.99 



out of the way and hogs all of the costumes. He is going to be the star! But when the photographer starts to favor 

Trevor, Pig must try everything to steal back the show! 
978-1-338-28021-0 ©2018 9-3/4 x 10 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E AR Lvl 1.7 AR Pts .5 

Story Pirates Present (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2051921   (Vol. 01) Stuck in the Stone Age   (Hardcover (POB)) 

written by Geoff Rodkey 
Tom Edison (no, not that Tom Edison) is a hopeful janitor who dreams of becoming a scientist--and Dr. Morice is 

a shy scientist who dreams of making friends. When an accident at the lab sends them back in time to the stone 

age, Tom and Dr. Morice must work together to face down cavemen, saber-tooth tigers, and other B.C. hazards, 
with only one problem: Tom isn't very good at science, and Dr. Morice isn't very good with people. 

978-1-63565-089-1 ©2018 5-3/4 x 8-1/2 256 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.5 AR Pts 4.0 Lexile 660 

1 $13.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2062540   Day with Yayah   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Nicola I. Campbell 

Set in the Nicola Valley, British Columbia, in Canada's westernmost province, a First Nations family goes on an 

outing to forage for herbs and mushrooms. A grandmother passes down her knowledge of plant life and the natural 
world to her young grandchildren. 

978-1-56656-041-2 Crocodile Books ©2018 9-1/2 x 10-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $17.95 

Branches: Press Start! (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2048270   (Vol. 04) Super Rabbit Boy vs. Super Rabbit Boss!   (Prebound) 

written by Thomas Flintham 

Oh no! Hero Super Rabbit Boy has been sucked into a strange, yet familiar new world. It's an upside-down land 
where everyone good is now bad and everyone bad is now good. And the major meanie in this land is none other 

than Super Rabbit ... Boss? 

978-1-5364-3187-2 ©2018 5-1/4 x 7-1/2 80 pgs. 

Grades K - 3 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 2.5 AR Pts .5 RC Lvl 2.7 Lexile 500 

1 $14.95 

Branches: Press Start! (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2026842   (Vol. 03) Super Rabbit Racers!   (Prebound) 

written by Thomas Flintham 

Super Rabbit Boy needs to beat King Viking, but with tricks, traps, and brand-new racers to race, winning won't be 
easy. Can Super Rabbit Boy outpace and outrace the competition, or will he spin out of control before he crosses 

the finish line? 

978-1-5364-2497-3 ©2017 5-1/4 x 7-1/2 80 pgs. 

Grades K - 3 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 2.8 AR Pts .5 RC Lvl 3.2 Lexile 540 

1 $14.95 

Thelma the Unicorn (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2044933   Thelma the Unicorn   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Aaron Blabey 

Thelma dreams of being a glamorous unicorn. Then in a rare pink and glitter-filled moment of fate, Thelma's wish 
comes true. She rises to instant international stardom, but at an unexpected cost. After a while, Thelma realizes that 

she was happier as her ordinary, sparkle-free self. So she ditches her horn, scrubs off her sparkles, and returns 

home, where her best friend is waiting for her with a hug. 
978-1-338-15842-7 ©2017 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E AR Lvl 2.4 AR Pts .5 RC Lvl 2.1 Lexile AD 520 

1 $14.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price 



 
#2025155   You Hold Me Up   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Monique Gray Smith 
An evocative picture book intended to foster reconciliation among children and encourage them to show each other 

love and support. 

978-1-4598-1447-9 Orca Book Publishers ©2017 9 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 2 Dewey# E Lexile 140 

1 $19.95 

Pig the Pug (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2017491   Pig the Elf   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Aaron Blabey 

No one loves Christmas more than Pig. And the world's greediest pug will stay up all night to get his presents! 
When Pig yips at Santa and finds himself joining in on the flying sleigh ride, things quickly get out of hand in a 

way that is pure Pig pandemonium. 

978-1-338-22122-0 ©2017 9-3/4 x 10 24 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E AR Lvl 2.1 AR Pts .5 Lexile 530 

1 $14.99 

Checkerboard Library: Toy Trailblazers (ABDO Publishing) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2022197   Pokemon Designer: Satoshi Tajiri   (Library Binding) 

written by Paige Polinsky 

In this engaging biography, readers will learn about the designer of Pokemon, Satoshi Tajiri. Follow the story of 
Tajiri as he founds Game Freakmagazine which turned into Game Freak video-game development company and 

the creation of the Pokemon video games, trading cards, television series, and Pokemon Go! Sidebars, historic 

photos, and a glossary enhance readers' understanding of this topic. Additional features include a table of contents, 
an index, a timeline and fun facts. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. 

Checkerboard Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO. 
978-1-5321-1097-9 ©2018 8 x 8 32 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# 793 AR Lvl 4.8 AR Pts .5 GR Lvl Q Lexile 800 

1 $21.95 

Creepy Tales! (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2011345   Creepy Pair of Underwear   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Aaron Reynolds 
Jasper Rabbit is NOT a little bunny anymore. He's not afraid of the dark, and he's definitely not afraid of 

something as silly as underwear. But when the lights go out, suddenly his new big rabbit underwear glows in the 

dark. A ghoulish, greenish glow. If Jasper didn't know any better he'd say his undies were a little, well, creepy. 
Jasper's not scared obviously, he's just done with creepy underwear. But after trying everything to get rid of them, 

they keep coming back! 

978-1-4424-0298-0 ©2017 9 x 12 48 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# E AR Lvl 2.8 AR Pts .5 RC Lvl 1.5 Lexile AD 470 

1 $18.99 

Land of Stories (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2008632   (Vol. 06) Worlds Collide   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Chris Colfer 

Conner and Alex must brave the impossible. All of the Land of Stories fairy tale characters--heroes and villains--
are no longer confined within their world! With mayhem brewing in the Big Apple, Conner and Alex will have to 

win their biggest battle yet. Can the twins restore order between the human and fairy tale world? Breathtaking 

action mixed with laugh out loud moments and lots of heart will make this a gripping conclusion for many fans! 
978-0-316-35589-6 ©2017 480 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 6.1 AR Pts 13.0 RC Lvl 5.6 Lexile 860 

1 $19.99 

Pig the Pug (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2005542   Pig the Winner   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Aaron Blabey 
Will Pig ever learn? He's an absolute cheat and quite the sore loser as well. But when Pig challenges his foot-long 

playmate, Trevor, to a kibble eating contest, he accidentally stuffs more than just food in his mouth. Lucky for Pig, 

Trevor knows what to do and saves the day! 

1 $14.99 



978-1-338-13638-8 ©2017 9-3/4 x 10-1/4 32 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E AR Lvl 2.3 AR Pts .5 

Branches: Press Start! (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2004781   (Vol. 02) Super Rabbit Boy Powers Up!   (Prebound) 
written by Thomas Flintham 

Baddie King Viking is tired of always losing to hero Super Rabbit Boy. So he's gone to the Secret Lands to search 

for the legendary Super Power Up, which has powers even Super Rabbit Boy won't be able to defeat. But Super 
Rabbit Boy is determined to stop King Viking. Can he navigate through the Secret Lands, locate the hidden 

dungeon, defeat the mini bosses, and claim the legendary Super Power Up before King Viking does it first? With 

danger everywhere, this may be the most difficult quest yet for Super Rabbit Boy. 
978-1-5364-1041-9 ©2017 5-1/4 x 7-1/2 80 pgs. 

Grades K - 3 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 2.8 AR Pts .5 RC Lvl 3.1 Lexile 520 

1 $14.95 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2005386   Mingo the Flamingo   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Pete Oswald 
Is it a golf club? Is it a garden gnome?No. It's Mingo the flamingo! Mingo the flamingo is ready to fly. But when a 

terrible storm gets in the way, he soon finds himself in a very strange place, with no familiar faces. And to make 

matters worse, he doesn't remember who he is! 
978-0-06-239198-8 HarperCollins Publishers ©2017 10-1/4 x 10-1/2 40 pgs. 

Grades P - 1 Dewey# E 

1 $17.99 

Land of Stories (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#1960305   (Vol. 05) Author's Odyssey   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Chris Colfer 

When the twins and their friends enter worlds crafted from Conner's imagination, finding allies no one else could 

have ever dreamed of, the race begins to put an end to the Masked Man's reign of terror. Can the twins finally 
restore peace in the fairy tale world? 

978-0-316-38329-5 ©2016 480 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 5.9 AR Pts 15.0 Lexile 830 

1 $19.99 

Who Would Win? (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#1967558   Hammerhead vs. Bull Shark   (Prebound) 
written by Jerry Pallotta 

This nonfiction Reader compares and contrasts two ferocious shark species. Kids learn about the sharks' 

anatomies, behaviors, and more. Book is packed with photos, charts, illustrations, and amazing facts. 
978-1-4844-8515-6 ©2016 6 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 597.3 AR Lvl 3.9 AR Pts .5 RC Lvl 3.1 Lexile 780 

1 $13.95 

Who Would Win? (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#1967559   Komodo Dragon vs. King Cobra   (Prebound) 

written by Jerry Pallotta 
This nonfiction Reader compares and contrasts two ferocious reptiles. Kids learn about the Komodo dragon and 

king cobra's anatomy, behavior, and more. Book is packed with photos, charts, illustrations, and amazing facts. 

978-1-4844-8516-3 ©2016 6 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 597.95 AR Lvl 4.1 AR Pts .5 RC Lvl 4.2 Lexile 680 

1 $12.95 

Who Would Win? (Prebound) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#1967561   Whale vs. Giant Squid   (Prebound) 

written by Jerry Pallotta 

This nonfiction Reader compares and contrasts two ferocious small creatures. Kids learn about the tarantula and 
scorpion's anatomy, behavior, and more. Book is packed with photos, charts, illustrations, and amazing facts. 

1 $12.95 



978-1-4844-8518-7 ©2016 6 x 9 32 pgs. 

Grades 1 - 4 Dewey# 599.53 AR Lvl 4.1 AR Pts .5 RC Lvl 4.3 Lexile 700 

Land of Stories (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#1924459   (Vol. 04) Beyond the Kingdoms   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Chris Colfer 

The Masked Man is on the loose in the Land of Stories, and it's up to Alex and Conner Bailey to stop him...except 

Alex has been thrown off the Fairy Council, and no one will believe they're in danger. 
978-0-316-40689-5 ©2015 5 x 7 432 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 5.3 AR Pts 14.0 RC Lvl 4.6 GR Lvl K Lexile 760 

1 $19.99 

Newbery Honor 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#1777450   Brown Girl Dreaming   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Jacqueline Woodson 
In vivid poems that reflect the joy of finding her voice through writing stories, an award-winning author shares 

what it was like to grow up in the 1960s and 1970s in both the North and the South. 

978-0-399-25251-8 ©2014 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 336 pgs. 

Grades 6 - 8 Dewey# 811.54 AR Lvl 5.3 AR Pts 5.0 RC Lvl 8.4 Lexile 990 

1 $18.99 

Land of Stories (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#1776001   (Vol. 03) Grimm Warning   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Chris Colfer 
Conner Bailey thinks his fairy-tale adventures are behind him--until he discovers a mysterious clue left by the 

famous Brothers Grimm. With help from his classmate Bree and the outlandish Mother Goose, Conner sets off on 

a mission across Europe to crack a two-hundred-year-old code. Meanwhile, Alex Bailey is training to become the 
next Fairy Godmother...but her attempts at granting wishes never go as planned. Will she ever be truly ready to 

lead the Fairy Council? 

978-0-316-40681-9 ©2014 480 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 5.8 AR Pts 19.0 RC Lvl 5.4 GR Lvl K Lexile 830 

1 $19.99 

Lemonade War (Spanish / Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#1758468   (Vol. 01) Guerra de la Limonada (Lemonade War)   (Paperback (Trade)) 

written by Jacqueline Davies 

Evan Treski is people-smart. He is good at talking with people, even grownups. His younger sister, Jessie, on the 
other hand, is math-smart--but not especially good at understanding people. She knows that feelings are her 

weakest subject. So when their lemonade war begins, there really is no telling who will win--and even more 

important, if their fight will ever end. 
978-0-544-25203-5 ©2014 5 x 7-3/4 208 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.7 AR Pts 4.0 GR Lvl S Lexile 630 

1 $7.99 

Individual Titles: Spanish 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#1919228   Unico e Incomparable Ivan (One and Only Ivan)   (Paperback (Trade)) 

written by Katherine Applegate 
Having spent 27 years behind the glass walls of his enclosure in a shopping mall, Ivan has grown accustomed to 

humans watching him. He hardly ever thinks about his life in the jungle. Instead, Ivan occupies himself with 

television, his friends Stella and Bob, and painting. But when he meets Ruby, a baby elephant taken from the wild, 
he is forced to see their home, and his art, through new eyes. 

978-607-735-062-0 ©2014 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 324 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 3.2 AR Pts 4.0 

1 $16.95 

Land of Stories (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#1747773   (Vol. 02) Enchantress Returns   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by Chris Colfer 

1 $19.99 



Against the will of their grandmother, twins Alex and Conner must find their own way into the Land of Stories to 

rescue their mother and save the fairy tale world from the greatest threat it has ever faced--the return of the 
Enchantress who cursed Sleeping Beauty. 

978-0-316-20154-4 ©2013 528 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 5.3 AR Pts 19.0 RC Lvl 4.6 Lexile 760 

Individual Titles: Fiction 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#2320036   Guide to Pokemon Legends   (Hardcover (POB)) 
written by Pikachu Press 

Illustrated title including a a 3 foot removable pop up created from the final spread. From Arceus to Zekrom, 

you’ll discover dozens of the most renowned Pokemon of all time in the Guide to Pokemon Legends! Their mighty 
powers and their mysterious backgrounds are all here—and as an added bonus, you’ll find a spectacular pop-up 

poster of the Legendary Pokemon Kyurem that makes the power of legends leap off the page! 

978-1-60438-175-7 Simon & Schuster ©2023 11-1/2 x 11-1/2 32 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic 

1 $17.99 

Land of Stories (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#1678778   (Vol. 01) Wishing Spell   (Hardcover (POB)) 

written by Chris Colfer 

Through the mysterious powers of a cherished book of stories, twins Alex and Conner leave their world behind 
and find themselves in a foreign land full of wonder and magic where they come face-to-face with the fairy tale 

characters they grew up reading about. 

978-0-316-20157-5 ©2012 5 x 7-1/2 448 pgs. 

Grades 4 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 5.0 AR Pts 15.0 RC Lvl 4.4 GR Lvl K Lexile 720 

1 $19.99 

Creepy Tales! (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#1679077   Creepy Carrots!   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Aaron Reynolds 
The carrots that grow in Crackenhopper Field are the fattest and crispiest around and Jasper Rabbit cannot resist 

pulling some to eat each time he passes by, until he begins hearing and seeing creepy carrots wherever he goes 

978-1-4424-0297-3 ©2012 34 pgs. 

Grades K - 2 Dewey# E AR Lvl 2.3 AR Pts .5 RC Lvl 1.4 Lexile AD 490 

1 $18.99 

Individual Titles: Fiction 

 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#894295   Pearl Barley and Charlie Parsley   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Aaron Blabey 

Pearl and Charlie are best friends, although they seem to be different in every way. 
978-1-59078-596-6 Boyds Mills Press ©2008 32 pgs. 

Grades K - 3 Dewey# E AR Lvl 2.4 AR Pts .5 

1 $16.99 

Bunnicula (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#475145   Bunnicula Meets Edgar Allan Crow   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by James Howe 
An overly-alarmed Chester the cat predicts a gruesome fate for the pets in the Monroe household when a writer of 

juvenile horror fiction and his bird companion stay overnight. 

978-1-4169-1458-7 ©2006 5 x 7-5/8 160 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.5 AR Pts 3.0 RC Lvl 3.8 Lexile 670 

1 $17.99 

Bunnicula (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#47010   (Vol. 01) Bunnicula: A Rabbit-Tale of Mystery   (Hardcover (Trade)) 

written by Deborah Howe 

Though scoffed at by Harold the dog, Chester the cat tries to warn his human family that their foundling baby 
bunny must be a vampire. 

1 $19.99 



978-0-689-30700-3 ©1979 5 x 7-5/8 98 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.2 AR Pts 2.0 RC Lvl 4.9 GR Lvl Q Lexile 700 

Bunnicula (Trade) 
 
  Quantity Unit Price  

#5691   (Vol. 06) Bunnicula Strikes Again!   (Hardcover (Trade)) 
written by James Howe 

When Bunnicula the rabbit starts acting strangely, the Monroe dogs and cat renew their suspicions that 

he is a vampire. 
978-0-689-81463-1 ©2001 5 x 7-5/8 116 pgs. 

Grades 3 - 6 Dewey# Fic AR Lvl 4.8 AR Pts 3.0 RC Lvl 4.7 GR Lvl Q Lexile 860 

  

 


